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Abstract. Computing discrete logarithms in finite fields is a main concern in cryptography. The
best algorithms known are the Number Field Sieve and its variants in large and medium characteristic
fields (e.g. GF(p2), GF(p12)); the Function Field Sieve and the Quasi Polynomial-time Algorithm
in small characteristic finite fields (e.g. GF(36·509)). The last step of the NFS and FFS algorithms
is the individual logarithm computation. It computes a smooth decomposition of a given target in
two phases: an initial splitting then a descent tree. While new improvements have been made to
reduce the complexity of the dominating relation collection and linear algebra steps of NFS and
FFS, resulting in a smaller factor basis (database of known logarithms of small elements), the last
step remains of same difficulty. Indeed, we have to find a smooth decomposition of a typically large
element in the finite field.
The method we propose improves the initial splitting phase and applies to any finite field of
composite extension degree. It exploits the available subfields with a cheap (polynomial-time) linear
algebra step, resulting in a much more smooth decomposition of the target. This leads to a new
trade-off in the asymptotic complexity of the initial splitting step: for instance it is improved by
a factor 2 in the exponent for FFS and 21/3 in the exponent for NFS, for any finite field of even
extension degree, and with a much smaller smoothness bound. In medium and large characteristic,
it can be combined with Pomerance’s Early Abort strategy. In small characteristic, it replaces the
Waterloo algorithm of Blake, Fuji-Hara, Mullin and Vanstone. Moreover it reduces the width and
the height of the subsequent descent tree.

Keywords: Finite field, discrete logarithm, number field sieve, function field sieve.

1 Introduction

1.1 The discrete logarithm problem (DLP)

The discrete logarithm problem is a major building block in cryptography since the Diffie-Hellman key
exchange protocol in 1976 [19]. Given a cyclic finite group G, a generator g, and a scalar 0 ≤ x < #G,
the exponentiation (g, x) 7→ gx is computed in polynomial time in the size of x. Given again G, g and an
element y, computing a discrete logarithm x of y in basis g such that gx = y is intractable in well-chosen
groups: it requires an exponential time e.g. for elliptic curves. The first groups proposed were finite fields,
from prime fields to characteristic two fields. Nowadays the group of points of an elliptic curve is preferred,
but for pairing-based cryptography purpose, large characteristic finite fields such as Fp12 are intensively
used.

Since 2014 and the publication of discrete logarithms records in small characteristic fields (of prime
extension degree [39,8] or composite extension degree [1,33,26]), and the publication of a Quasi Polynomial-
Time algorithm (QPA) [10], computing DL in F2n , F3n and small characteristic finite fields is much easier
than was thought before and these fields should be avoided for DLP instances. The finite fields of the
form Fp2 , Fp3 , . . . Fp12 (of large and medium characteristic) are still used in pairing-based cryptography.
The difficulty of computing DL in these non-prime fields was less studied than for prime fields and small
characteristic fields.

The algorithms used for computing DL are the Number Field Sieve (NFS) [23,29], the Function
Field Sieve (FFS) [17,3,4] and the QPA [10,26]. The NFS and FFS algorithms are made of four phases:
polynomial selection (two polynomials are chosen), relation collection where relations between small
elements are obtained, linear algebra (computing the kernel of a huge sparse matrix over an auxiliary



large prime finite field), and individual discrete logarithm computation. In NFS and FFS, the relation
collection and linear algebra are the most costly parts [7,15,40]. In the practical implementations that mix
the FFS and QPA algorithms, the recent improvements speed-up the relation collection and linear algebra
when n is smooth. As a comparison, in Kleinjung’s record [39] in GF(21279) where 1279 is prime, the
relation collection and linear algebra took 3 core-years, and the individual logarithm took 0.5 core-year.
In Granger, Kleinjung and Zumbragel’s record [47] in GF(212·367) (a 4404-bit field), the relation collection
and linear algebra took 0.56 core-year, the initial splitting took 0.07 core-year and the tree descent took
5.3 core-years.

1.2 Individual discrete logarithm

The complexity of this step depends on the initial parameters of the algorithm: the polynomials defining
the two number fields or function fields. Let q = pn (q = p for a prime finite field). The asymptotic
complexity formulas for these subexponential algorithms use the L-notation:

Lq[α, c] = exp
((
c+ o(1)

)
(log q)α(log log q)1−α

)
with α ∈ [0, 1] and c > 0 .

The α parameter measures the gap between polynomial time (α = 0) and exponential time (α = 1).
When the complexity relates to an algorithm for a prime field Fp, we write Lp[α, c]. We will also need the
definition of smoothness. An integer is said to be B-smooth if all its prime divisors are less than B. An
ideal in a number field is said to be B-smooth if it factors into prime ideals whose norms are bounded
by B. A polynomial is said to be B-smooth w.r.t. its degree if all its irreducible factors have a degree
smaller than B.

Z[x]

Rf Rg

Fpn = Fp[x]/(ϕ(x))

ρf ρg

Fig. 1: NFS-DL diagram for Fpn

We now focus on the NFS algorithm. The first step of the NFS algorithm chooses two irreducible
polynomials f and g defining two rings Rf = Z[x]/(f(x)) and Rg = Z[x]/(g(x)). After the relation
collection step and the linear algebra step, a database of discrete logarithms of prime ideals in Rf and
Rg of norm smaller than a bound B0 are known. These elements form the factor basis. At the age of
Lq[1/2] complexity algorithms (for prime fields, q = p), the factor base was quite large (the smoothness
bound B0 was Lq[1/2, ·]) and the individual discrete logarithm was not a big challenge. The decreasing
complexity from the Coppersmith–Odlzyko–Schroeppel (COS) algorithm [18] in Lq[1/2, 1] to Gordon’s
algorithm in Lq[1/3, 9

1/3 ≈ 2.08] was done by introducing a new polynomial selection allowing to handle
elements of much smaller size in the relation collection: Lq[2/3] instead of Lq[1] = O(q). Combined with
the linear algebra improvements of the block-Wiedemann algorithm, this allowed a new trade-off in the
size of the parameters, and a much smaller complexity. Now the elements in the factor basis are bounded
by B = Lq[1/3, β], where β = 0.96 in the (generic) large characteristic case, and β = 1.10 in the medium
characteristic case, which in both cases is much smaller than the previous bound of Lq[1/2, 1/2]. But at
the end of the algorithm, we still have to decompose a given target from the finite field Fpn into small
elements of the factor basis. The factor basis is much smaller than before, whereas the target will always
be any given element, large. This is the same issue with the FFS algorithm, and the QPA algorithm: the
individual discrete logarithm is not so easy, and balancing its cost w.r.t. the relation collection and linear
algebra is still challenging in the current practical implementations of the QPA algorithm.
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1.3 Previous work

The target is an element in the finite field Fpn . A preimage of the target is an element r in one of the
rings Rf or Rg such that ρ(r) equals the target in Fpn . The aim of the individual logarithm computation
is to obtain a smooth decomposition of this preimage: if it factors into prime ideals of known logarithms
(in the factor basis), then one can obtain the logarithm of the preimage, then of the target.

Since there is no chance for a preimage of a target T0 to beB-smooth, the individual discrete logarithm is
done in two steps: an initial splitting of the target3, then a descent phase4. The initial splitting is an iterating
process that tries various targets gtT0 ∈ F∗q , where t is a known exponent (taken uniformly at random),
until a B1-smooth decomposition of the preimage is found, where B1 = Lq[2/3, γ]� B0 = Lq[1/3, β] (B0

is the factor basis smoothness bound: the discrete logarithm of any prime smaller than B0 is known).
The second phase starts a recursive process for each element less than B1 but greater than B0 obtained
after the initial splitting phase. These elements are also called special-q.

Each of the special-q elements are processed until a complete decomposition over the factor basis is
found. Each special-q obtained from the initial splitting is at the root of its descent tree. One finds a
relation of prime ideals involving the special-q itself and other ones whose norm is strictly smaller than
the norm of the special-q. These smaller ideals form the new leaves of the descent tree. For each leaf,
the process is repeated, until all the leaves are in the factor basis. The discrete logarithm of a special-q
output by the initial splitting can be computed by a tree traversal. This strategy is considered in [18, §6],
[41, §7], [30, §3.5], [16, §4].

We will now focus on the initial splitting phase. This phase takes a preimage of the target and processes
it with different techniques (in polynomial time) to improve its success probability. The generic process is
sketched in Algorithm 1. The running-time of the whole step depends directly on the polynomials chosen
to define the number fields or function fields, because it determines the size of the norm of the preimage
in that number field. We will now explain the previous methods to improve the preimage smoothness
probability.

Algorithm 1: Generic Initial Splitting (or Boot or Smoothing step)

Input: Target T0 ∈ Fq, generator g, subgroup order `, bound B
Output: t ∈ Z/`Z, T ∈ Z[x] a preimage of T = gtT0, such that T is B-smooth // logg T0 = logg ρ(T )− t

1 repeat
2 take t at random in {1, . . . , `− 1}
3 T ← gtT0

4 T ← PREIMAGE(T )

5 until T is B-smooth
6 return T , t

Small characteristic fields: the Waterloo algorithm. In small characteristic, the finite field is most
of the time F2n or F3n , where n is prime in general setting, or composite in pairing-friendly setting. The
first initial splitting algorithm, also known as the Waterloo algorithm, was introduced by Blake, Fuji-Hara,
Mullin and Vanstone in 1984 [13,14] for computing discrete logarithms in F∗2n .

The randomized target T ∈ F∗2n is represented by a polynomial T (x) of degree n − 1 of F2[x]. Let
I(x) ∈ F2[x] be an irreducible polynomial of degree n such that F2n = F2[x]/(I(x)). The extended
Euclidean algorithm is run on T (x) and I(x), to compute the GCD of the two polynomials (which is 1
since I(x) is irreducible). At each iteration, the following equation holds [13, §2]:

vi(x)T (x) + wi(x)I(x) = ui(x) (1)

Reducing this equation modulo I(x), one obtains T (x) ≡ ui(x)/vi(x) mod I(x) . The degree of wi(x)
decreases while the degree of vi(x) increases, and the degree of ui(x) is less than the degree of wi(x). By

3 also called boot or smoothing step in large characteristic finite fields
4 in order to make no confusion with the mathematical descent, which is not involved in this process, we mention

that in this step, the norm (with NFS) or the degree (with FFS) of the preimage decreases.
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stopping the extended Euclidean algorithm at the state i where deg ui(x),deg vi(x) ≤ bn/2c, one obtains
the initial splitting of T (x) of degree n − 1 into two polynomials ui(x), vi(x) of degree at most bn/2c.
The joint probability of two polynomials of degree n/2 to be b-smooth is higher than the probability of
one polynomial of degree n− 1 to be b-smooth. The asymptotic complexity of the Waterloo algorithm
was proved in [45,20]. This initial splitting algorithm was never improved in the pairing context, contrary
to the other steps.

Prime fields. The prime field counterpart [41, §7] of the initial splitting uses the Rational Reconstruction
algorithm: given a target T ∈ Z/pZ, one computes a rational reconstruction u/v ≡ T mod p so that the
preimage of T (the lift of T in Z) and the ratio u/v have the same discrete logarithm, moreover u and v
are two integers of size p1/2, so that their joint probability to be smooth is higher than for the preimage
of T , which is an integer of size p.

Large characteristic fields. In 2006 a generalization of the prime field and small characteristic field
was proposed [31]. In 2015 a new technique [27] was proposed to use the subfields to reduce the size of
the norm of the preimage. The idea was developed for extension degree n that are prime or even.

1.4 Contributions

We generalize the idea in [27] to any composite n by introducing a linear algebra step. We prove the
following theorem which is a generalization of [27, Theorem 1].

Theorem 1. Let T ∈ F∗pn an element which is not in a proper subfield of Fpn . We want to compute
its discrete logarithm modulo a (large) prime `, where ` | Φn(p). Let K be a number field given by a
polynomial selection method. Let d be the largest divisor of n, d < n and d = 1 if n is prime.

Then there exists a preimage T in K of T ∈ F∗pn , such that log ρ(T ) ≡ log T mod ` and whose norm
in K is bounded by O(qe), where q = pn and qe equals

1. q1−d/n for the GJL, Conjugation, Joux-Pierrot, Sarkar-Singh and TNFS-like methods (and for all the
possible methods where ‖f‖∞ = o(p));

2. q
3
2−

d
n−

1
2n for the JLSV1 method;

3. q2−
d
n−

2
D+1 for the JLSV2 method, where D is the degree of g (see Table 1).

From this generalization, we develop a small characteristic counterpart to speed-up the initial splitting
step when n is composite. Instead of using the Waterloo algorithm that splits a degree n polynomial
into two degree bn/2c polynomials, we compute (with cheap linear algebra) a new polynomial of degree
n − d where d | n, 1 < d < n, such that its discrete logarithm is the same modulo the order Φn(p) of
cyclotomic subgroup. When n is even, one can take d = n/2 and compute a single degree n/2 polynomial
(instead of two polynomials of degree n/2 with the Waterloo algorithm). This provides a very good
practical improvement for the FFS and QPA algorithms. We compare the splitting probabilities of our
new technique for two cryptographic-size examples: GF(36·509) (a 4841-bit field) [2] and GF(35·479) (a
3796-bit field) [33]. We show that our technique provides a very important improvement for the first
case because n is even, and a competitive variant for the second case (we compute a degree 4

5479 = 383
polynomial over F35 instead of two polynomials of degree 478/2 = 239). Moreover, much less elements,
each of much smaller degree, are obtained after the initial splitting step, which considerably reduces the
depth and the width of the descent tree. This is also an important saving.

1.5 Organization of the paper.

In Section 2 we recall the preliminaries and the previous work of [27]. In Section 3 we adapt Barbulescu’s
work on Pomerance’s Early Abort Strategy to non-prime finite fields. In Section 4 we generalize the
previous work of [27] and give the algorithm to obtain the bounds of Theorem 1. In Section 5 we explain
the generalization to small characteristic. Finally in Section 6 we provide two examples of cryptographic
size in small characteristic and analyze the splitting probabilities.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Polynomial Selection methods

There exists several polynomial selection methods to parameterize the NFS algorithm for large and
medium characteristic finite fields. We give in appendix the algorithms and provide in Table 1 the
properties of the polynomials (degree, coefficient size) that are relevant to compute a bound for the norm
of a given element in each number field.

The properties are:

1. deg f, deg g ≥ n;
2. f and g are irreducible and define two non-isomorphic number fields;
3. gcd(f mod p, g mod p) = ϕ is irreducible modulo p
4. the norm of the elements considered in the relation collection step is as small as possible.

Table 1: Properties: degree and coefficient size of the main polynomial selection methods for NFS-DL
in Fq, where q = pn. The coefficient sizes are in O(x). To lighten the notations, we simply write the x
term. In the Joux–Pierrot method, the prime p can be written p = P (x0), where P is a polynomial of
tiny coefficients and degree at least 2. Since the area is moving very fast since 2015, we mention that this
table takes into account the methods known in Spring 2016. Very recently, Sarkar and Singh combined
Kim’s method with their method in [51,49,50]. Our method should apply as well.

method deg f deg g ||f ||∞ ||g||∞ f monic g monic

JLSV1 n n q1/2n q1/2n yes no

JLSV2 n D > n q1/(D+1) q1/(D+1) yes no

GJL D + 1 > n D ≥ n log p q1/(D+1) yes no

Conjugation 2n n log p q1/2n yes no

Joux-Pierrot n(degP ) n log p q1/(n degP ) yes yes

Sarkar-Singh[48],
n = d1d2, D ≥ d2

d1(D + 1) d1D log p q
1

d1(D+1) yes no

TNFS+GJL [11] D > 1 1 log p q1/(D+1) yes no

TNFS+JLSV2 [36,37],
n = d1d2

d1 D ≥ d1
pd1/(D+1) =

q1/(d2(D+1))

pd1/(D+1) =

q1/(d2(D+1)) yes no

TNFS+Conj [6,37,28],
n = d1d2,

d1 = O( 1

12
1
3

( log q
log log q

)1/3)
2d1 d1 log p p1/2 yes no

2.2 Norm Upper Bound in a Number Field

Let f be a monic irreducible polynomial over Q and let Kf = Q[x]/(f(x)) a number field. Write T ∈ Kf

as a polynomial in x: T =
∑deg f−1
i=0 tix

i. The norm is defined by a resultant computation:

NormKf/Q(T ) = N (T ) = Res(f, T ) . (2)

We use Kalkbrener’s bound [35, Corollary 2] for an upper bound:

|Res(f, T )| ≤ κ(deg f, deg T )‖f‖deg T∞ ‖T‖deg f∞ , (3)

where κ(n,m) =
(
n+m
n

)(
n+m−1

n

)
and ‖f‖∞ = max0≤i≤deg f |fi| the absolute value of the greatest coefficient.

An upper bound for κ(n,m) is (n+m)!. We will use the following bound in Section 4:

NormKf/Q(T ) ≤ (deg f + deg T )!‖f‖deg T∞ ‖T‖deg f∞ . (4)
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2.3 LLL algorithm

We recall an important property of the LLL algorithm [42] that we will widely use in this paper. Given a
lattice L of Zn defined by a basis given by an n× n matrix L, and parameters 1

4 < δ < 1, 1
2 < η <

√
δ,

the LLL algorithm outputs a (η, δ)-reduced basis of the lattice. the coefficients of the first (shortest) vector
are bounded by

(δ − η2)
n−1
4 det(L)1/n .

With (η, δ) close to (0.5, 0.999) (as in NTL or Magma), the approximation factor C = (δ − η2)
n−1
4 is

bounded by 1.075n−1. In the remaining of this paper, we will simply denote by C this LLL approximation
factor.

2.4 Quadratic subfield cofactor simplification

In 2015 a new technique [27] was proposed to use the subfields to reduce the size of the norm of the
preimage. The idea was developed for extension degree n that are prime or even, and uses the following
lemma5.

Lemma 1 ([27, Lemma 1]). Let T ∈ F∗pn =
∑deg T
i=0 tix

i, with deg T < n. Let ` be a non-trivial prime
divisor of Φn(p). Let T ′ = u · T with u in a proper subfield of Fpn . Then

log T ′ ≡ log T mod ` . (5)

Given an element T ∈ F∗pn (where n is even) not in a proper subfield, one of the ideas in [27] was to
write T with one less coefficient, i.e. to find u in Fp2 such that uT = T ′, where T ′ is represented by a
polynomial of degree n− 2 instead of n− 1. It used a hand-written trick to compute u, given the finite
field representation in a certain form. This was not a generic computation. Here is an example for Fp4 .

Example 1. Let
p = 0xe3f367d542c82027f33dc5f3245769e676a5755d and
` = 0x6b455e0a014f1e30eaef7300bd4bb4258290fc5

be a 160-bit prime and a 155-bit prime resp., such that ` | Φ4(p) = p2 + 1. We want to compute the
individual discrete logarithm of a given target T ∈ Fp4 of 640 bits, modulo `. The JLSV1 method produces
these kind of polynomials.

f = x4 + 0xf19192168b16c1097c6bx3 − 6x2 − 0xf19192168b16c1097c6bx+ 1
g = 0xf19192168b16c1593e06 x4 + 0x96fafb4e168ad47e85f25 x3 − 0x5a9696c87428888177424 x2

−0x96fafb4e168ad47e85f25 x+ 0xf19192168b16c1593e06

Let

T = 314159265358979323846264338328074202400944266180 + 365313349354522527782787059764159774230759333642 x
+199246599927565467311838237844863492767359085081 x2 + 242485244275720924243567162298432552334480229884 x3

be our target whose coefficients are given by the decimals of π. Compute a monic equivalent of T to be
T (0) = T/LT(T ) (i.e. divides T by its leading coefficient). Compute a monic degree 2 equivalent T (1) of

T . Define the lattice made of the coefficients t
(1)
i of T (1) and t

(0)
i of T (0):

L =


p 0 0 0
0 p 0 0

t
(1)
0 t

(1)
1 1 0

t
(0)
0 t

(0)
1 t

(0)
2 1


Compute a reduced lattice with the LLL algorithm, then define R = r0 + r1x+ r2x

2 + r3x
3 made of the

coefficients of the shortest vector output by LLL. The coefficients are bounded by Cp1/2, where C is the LLL
factor. Then log ρ(R) ≡ log T mod ` by construction since R is a Fp2 -linear combination of T . Moreover,

5 As stated in [27], this idea was also used in pairing implementation to remove the denominators in the Miller
loop computation [12].
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a bound of the norm of T in the number field Kf is O(‖R‖4∞‖f‖3∞) = O(q7/8). In this example we obtain
R = 20933036055719645174974x3+312478973450133244613423x2 +233943694070133655633312x−345482152256021836890951 where
log2 ‖R‖∞ = 78.2 and

NKf/Q(R) = −6857651813382305881004361833884012469328956207988577773075723566447185687371523082\
43821053390175498226435060812359242854938877153026257767586299337259733597412992180

of 548 bits.

We explain in Section 4 how to generalize this idea of quadratic subfield simplification to any subfield,
to speed-up the initial splitting of the individual discrete logarithm with NFS. Moreover, we show in
Section 5 how to apply it to small characteristic finite fields and dramatically improve the initial splitting
step in that case as well. We first recall the early abort strategy of Pomerance, analyzed by Barbulescu for
finite fields, to speed-up the factorization of the norm in the initial splitting step.

3 Pomerance’s Early Abort Strategy

Before going into the specificities of finite field extensions, we recall a generic strategy to improve the
initial splitting step developed in the late 70’s and early 80’s. It considers the B-smooth test as a costly
black box test. More precisely, the larger B, the more costly test. This strategy is known as the Early
Abort Strategy. This section presents the results from Pomerance and Barbulescu adapted to the notations
of this paper. The results of this section are entirely stated from Pomerance [46] and Barbulescu [5,
Chapter 4].

Morrison–Brillhart presented their factorization of the seventh Fermat number F7 = 22
7

+ 1 in [44]
with the continued fraction method. They needed to factor integers Qn of size about

√
F7 over a factor

basis of up to a thousand of small primes. They sped-up their algorithm by exploiting the fact that if all
the prime factors of Qn less than the factor basis bound B were already found, and if the remaining part
of Qn is less than B2, then this last part should be a prime, and the factorization is actually complete.
They extended this strategy in [44, Remark 4.2]: if after trial division of Qn by half of the primes in
the factor basis, the remaining part of Qn is still larger than 1015, the factorization is aborted. These
algorithmic improvements lead to more than a factor two speed-up in practice in their computations.

Pomerance formulated and analyzed this early-abort strategy, to improve the running-time of the
sub-exponential factorization algorithms of Dixon and Morrison–Brillhart in [46]. These two algorithms
need to test the smoothness of large integers, of size bounded by N or

√
N , where N is the number to be

factored. Barbulescu adapted this strategy to the smoothing step of the individual discrete logarithm
computation in prime fields Fq, in [5, Chapter 4], where again integers smaller than q are tested for
smoothness. Morrison-Brillhart and Pomerance, and later Barbulescu consider different smoothness tests
(trial division in 1982, elliptic curve method (ECM) in 2013) which both have a non-negligeable cost.

Pomerance’s early abort strategy can be adapted to extensions of finite fields Fq = Fpn in the
same way as Barbulescu’s work. In this setting, integers smaller than qe are tested for B1-smoothness,
where e is a fixed integer determined by the polynomial selection, and B1 is a smoothness bound of the
form B1 = Lq[α, γ], where 0 < α < 1 and γ is a non-zero real number. Assuming that the norm of the
randomized target is of size qe = Lq[1, e], this strategy improves the expected running time to find a smooth
initial splitting from Lq[1/3, (3e)

1/3] to Lq[1/3, (3e)
1/3(23/27)2/3], where (23/27)2/3 ≈ 0.9. The optimal

B1 (a.k.a. “special-q”) size is however increased from Lq[2/3, (e
2/3)1/3] to LQ[2/3, (e2/3)1/3(27/23)2/3],

where (23/27)2/3 ≈ 1.1. The technique is the same and this is only a matter of rewriting formulas with an
additional e parameter. However the L notation changed since 1982 because the constant α is no longer
equal to 1/2 but to 1/3 or 2/3. We use nowadays notations Lq[α, c].

Pomerance observed (see [46, Section 3]) that one smoothness test costs LN [1/2, 1/2] (a LN [1/2, 1/2]-
smoothness test was made by trial division at that time) and because of the low smoothness probability,
in most of the cases the test withdraw the candidate. So he proposed to reduce the smoothness bound
B1 to Bθ1 where 0 < θ < 1, so that the test costs less. However the number tested will have a much
smaller chance to be Bθ1 -smooth, hence Pomerance proposed to look at the size of the remaining part,
which is not Bθ1 -smooth. If this remaining part is small enough (smaller than N1−b for a 0 < b < 1 to
be determined), then it has a good chance to actually be B1-smooth, hence the whole number will have
a good chance to be B1-smooth. To the contrary if the remaining part is larger than N1−b, then the
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probability of being B1-smooth is so small that one can abort the test at this point and start with a new
candidate. The general idea is to decide earlier if the integer tested has a good chance to be B1-smooth,
by performing only a Bθ1 -smoothness test. This will reduce the overall cost of the initial splitting step.

3.1 Early Abort Strategy with one test

We write in Algorithm 2 Pomerance’s Early Abort Strategy. We give the results for non-prime fields in
the following. A technical proof can be found in Appendix E.

Algorithm 2: Pomerance’s Early Abort Strategy

Input: target T0 ∈ F∗q of prime order `, generator g, PREIMAGE function and e > 0 such that
Norm(PREIMAGE(·))≤ qe, smoothness bound B1, real numbers θ, b ∈]0, 1[ (it was shown in [5,
Chapter 4] that θ = 4/9 and b = 8/23 are the optimal values)

Output: t such that Norm(PREIMAGE(gtT0)) is B1-smooth, and its B1-smooth decomposition
1 repeat
2 repeat
3 pick t in {1, . . . , `− 1}
4 m← Norm(PREIMAGE(gtT0))

5 m0 ← ECM (m,Bθ1) // cost: LBθ1
[1/2,

√
2]

6 m1 ← m/m0 // m0 is the Bθ1-smooth part of m

7 until m1 ≤ qe(1−b)

8 m2 ← ECM(m1, B1) // cost: LB1 [1/2,
√

2]

9 until m1 is B1-smooth, i.e. m1 = m2

10 return t, B1-smooth decomposition of m

Lemma 2 (Pomerance’s Early Abort Strategy with one test). The asymptotic complexity of the
Initial Splitting step of an integer of size qe with one early-abort test is

Lq

[
1

3
, (3e)1/3

(
23

27

)2/3
]
,

where the smoothness bound is

B = Lq

[
2/3, γ = (e2/3)1/3

(
27

23

)2/3
]
,

and the two parameters b and θ of the Early Abort Strategy as in Algorithm 2 are

b = 8/23 and θ = 4/9.

Proof (Proof of Lemma 2). Barbulescu showed in [5, eq. (4.16), (4.17), (4.18)] that the expected running
time of the initial splitting step of an integer N is LN [1/3, c] where c = (23/3)2/3/3, θ = 4/9 and b = 8/23.
We replace N by qe and obtain an expected running-time of

Lqe [1/3, c] = exp
(
(c+ o(1))(log qe)1/3(log log qe)2/3

)
= exp

(
(c+ o(1))e1/3(log q)1/3(log e+ log log q)2/3

)
= Lq[1/3, ce

1/3] = Lq[1/3, (3e)
1/3(23/27)2/3]

The parameters θ and b do not depend on N .

3.2 Early Abort Strategy with several tests

Algorithm 3 presents Barbulescu’s admissibility strategy with several tests.
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Algorithm 3: Pomerance’s early abort strategy with several tests

Input: target T0 ∈ F∗q of prime order `, generator g, PREIMAGE function and e > 0 such that
Norm(PREIMAGE(·))≤ qe, smoothness bound B1, number of tests k ≥ 0,

array of positive real numbers b = [b0, b1, . . . , bk] where 0 < bi ≤ 1, and
∑k
i=0 bi = 1

array of positive real numbers θ = [θ0, . . . , θk = 1] where θi < θi+1

Output: t such that Norm(PREIMAGE(gtT0)) is B1-smooth, and its B1-smooth decomposition
1 repeat
2 pick t in {1, . . . , `− 1}
3 m← Norm(PREIMAGE(gtT0))
4 mi ← m
5 i← 0
6 Σb ← 0
7 repeat

8 si ← ECM (mi, B
θi
1 ) // cost: L

B
θi
1

[1/2,
√

2]

9 mi ← mi/si // si is the Bθi1 -smooth part of mi

10 Σb ← Σb + bi

11 i← i+ 1 // at this point, Σb =
∑i−1
j=0 bj

12 until (i > k) OR (mi == 1) OR (mi > qe(1−Σb))

13 until mi == 1 so that m is B1-smooth
14 return t, B1-smooth decomposition of m

Lemma 3. The asymptotic complexity of the Initial Splitting step of an integer of size qe with k early-abort
tests is Lq[1/3, c] where

c = (3e)1/3

(
1− 4

19

(
1−

(
2

3

)3k
))2/3

,

the smoothness bound is B = Lq[2/3, γ], where

γ = (e2/3)1/3

(
1− 4

19

(
1−

(
2

3

)3k
))−2/3

,

the bound bi for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 on the remaining part mi in Algorithm 3 is

bi =

(
2

3

)3(k−i)
(

1− 4

19

(
1−

(
2

3

)3k
))−1

and the exponent θi for 0 ≤ i ≤ k is

θi =

(
4

9

)k−i
.

Proof (Proof of Lemma 3). Again we replace N by qe in Barbulescu’s formulas [5, eq. (4.27), (4.28),
(4.29)] to obtain Lemma 3. An extended proof is provided in Appendix E.

We will combine this strategy with our new initial splitting step to improve the overall initial splitting
step running-time of the individual logarithm computation.

4 Faster initial splitting step in large characteristic

The idea in [27] was to reduce as much as possible the degree of the polynomial in Fp[x] representing the
target T in Fpn , which was at most n− 1. For n even, [27] proposed a hand-written trick to cancel the
leading term. The generalization of this idea is to choose the largest proper divisor d of n, 1 ≤ d < n, and
compute the sequence of d elements T (i) in Fpn for 1 ≤ i ≤ d such that T (i) is of degree n− i instead of
n− 1, is monic, and log T (i) ≡ log T mod `. This requires elementary linear algebra. Let [1, U, . . . , Ud−1]
be a polynomial basis of Fpd , where U is represented by an element in Fpn . One defines the d× n matrix
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whose rows are made of the coefficients (in Fp) of the elements U iT . Then one computes a reduced
row-echelon form of this matrix. Reduced means that the most right non-zero element is equal to 1 (in
other words, each row is made of the coefficients of a monic element of Fp[x]). We use this as a building
block in Algorithm 4 in combination with the LLL algorithm, to reduce the size of the coefficients of
a preimage in Z[x] of T . For clarity, we give an example for Fp6 right now, before giving the generic
algorithm.

Example 2. Let p = 31415926535897932384634359 a 85-bit prime made of the first 26 decimals of π, p =
b1025πc + 7926, so that Fp6 is a 509-bit finite field. Moreover Φ6(p) = p2 − p + 1 is the 170-bit prime
` = 986960440108935861883947021513080740536833738706523. We want to compute discrete logarithms in the order-`
cyclotomic subgroup of Fp6 . The JLSV1 method computes two polynomials f, g where deg f = deg g = 6,

and ‖f‖∞ ≈ ‖g‖∞ ≈ p1/2. In our example, we have log2 ‖f‖∞ = 44.67 and log2 ‖g‖∞ = 46.67 (and
1
2 log2 p = 42.35).

f = x6 − 11209975711932x5 − 28024939279845x4 − 20x3 + 28024939279830x2 + 11209975711938x+ 1
g = 5604994576830x6 + 20986447533158x5 − 31608799819555x4 − 112099891536600x3 − 52466118832895x2

+12643519927822x+ 5604994576830

Let T0 be our target in Fp6 = Fp[x]/(f(x)) whose coefficients are made of the decimals of π (starting
at the 26-th decimal, since the first 25 ones were already used for p).

T0 = 6427704988581508162162455x5 + 16240052432693899613177738x4 + 4509390283780949909020139x3

+3868374359445757647591444x2 + 8209755913602112920808122x+ 3279502884197169399375105

Let g = x + 3 a generator of Fp6 (x + 3 is primitive). Let (1, U, U2) be a polynomial basis of Fp3
considered as an implicit subfield of Fp6 , where U = g1+p

3

= NormFp6/Fp3 (g). We compute the reduced

row-echelon form E of the matrix

 T
UT
U2T

 to be E = 7621457529566329176387677 26472271339135481991455467 756132945945174411593996 1 0 0
13443878914444305382151170 20154192696520575351979551 14302472262579398892259522 11707887538852257161192089 1 0
10373801656973136406469382 17554204256890502823332899 8453621569611458736380137 4658478608372775310230677 22768000008168991745859386 1


Then we reduce with LLL the following lattice defined by the (6× 6)-matrix, where Ei,j stands for the
coefficient of the i-th row and j-th column of the above matrix E:

L =


p 0 0 0 0 0
0 p 0 0 0 0
0 0 p 0 0 0

E1,1 . . . E1,3 1 0 0
E2,1 . . . E2,4 1 0
E3,1 . . . E3,5 1


The coefficients of the shortest vector of LLL(L) gives us a reduced target R such that log2 ‖R‖∞ =

41.36 < 1
2 log2 p = 42.34 and logR ≡ log T0 mod ` (in other words, (T/R)

p6−1
` = 1).

R = 2833685018960x5 − 2185315247519x4 + 1284018747482x3 + 2833796663216x2

−104495515254x+ 1247379641337 .

The norm of R ∈ Z[x] mapped to R in Kf = Q[x]/(f(x)) is

NKf/Q(R) = 15638474059380084621275254534833796503863915102901358863234502536978593\
95113777528998482652719242035434612948213969643192470447970552596060189

of 470 bits, which is very close to log2 q
11/12 = 466 bits.
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Algorithm 4: Initial splitting with a degree d subfield cofactor

Input: Finite field Fpn , composite n
irreducible polynomial ψ s.t. Fpn = Fp[x]/(ψ(x))
prime order subgroup ` | Φn(p)
generator g (of the order ` subgroup)
target T0 ∈ Fpn
smoothness bound B1

Output: t ∈ {1, . . . , `− 1}, R ∈ Z[x] s.t. logg ρ(R) ≡ t+ logg T0, and NormKf (R) is B1-smooth

1 d← the largest divisor of n, 1 < d < n

2 Compute a polynomial basis (1, U, U2, . . . , Ud−1) of the subfield Fpd , where U ∈ Fpn
3 repeat
4 take t ∈ {1, . . . , `− 1} uniformly at random
5 T ← gtT0 in Fpn

6 Define the d× n matrix A(d,n) =


T
UT

...

Ud−1T


7 E(d,n) ← ReducedRowEchelonForm(A(d,n))
8 Define a deg f × deg f lattice by the lower triangular matrix

L =


pI(d,d)
E(d,n)

ψ(x)

. . .

xdeg f−n−1ψ(x)



=



p

. . .

p
E1,1 . . . E1,n−d−1 1

...
. . .

Ed,1 . . . Ed,n−1 1
ψ(x) 1

. . .
. . .

xdeg f−n−1ψ(x) 1



9 Compute LLL(L)
10 R← the shortest vector output by LLL

11 until Normf (R) is B1-smooth
12 return t, R

11



Proposition 1. The size of the coefficients of the element R output by the LLL algorithm in Algo-
rithm 4 is ||R||∞ = Cp(n−d)/ deg f where C is the LLL approximation factor. Its norm is Normf (R) =
O(pn−d||f ||deg f−1∞ ).

Proof (Proof of Proposition 1). The determinant of L is pn−d since L is triangular. L is a deg f × deg f
matrix. The bound on the size of the coefficients of the shortest vector output by LLL is ||R||∞ ≤
C(detL)1/ deg f = Cp(n−d)/deg f . We use the approximation on the norm of an element to get Normf (R) =
O(pn−d||f ||deg f−1∞ ).

Proposition 2. The reduced element R output by Algorithm 4 is such that logg R ≡ logg g
tT0 = logg T0 +

t mod `.

Proof (Proof of Proposition 2). Each row of the row-echelon matrix E represents a Fp-linear combination

of the d elements U iT , 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, i.e. an element
∑d−1
i=0 λiU

iT , where λi ∈ Fp. We can factor T in

the expression. The element
∑d−1
i=0 λiU

i lies in Fpd by construction. So each row represents an element
Ti = uiT , where ui ∈ Fpd , so that log Ti ≡ log T mod ` by Lemma 1.

The second part of the proof uses the same argument: the short vector output by the LLL algorithm
is a linear combination of the rows of the matrix L. Each row represents either 0 or a Fpd -multiple of T ,
hence the short vector is also a Fpd -multiple of T . We conclude with Lemma 1 that logR ≡ log T mod `.

We state Lemma 4 from [27, Lemma 1] on the running-time to find boots whose norm is bounded
by a given bound B1. The time needed to compute the reduced row-echelon d× n matrix E is in O(n3)
which is polynomial in n [21]. This time is then negligible compared to any Lq[α > 0].

Lemma 4 ([27, Lemma 1] Running-time of B-smooth decomposition). Let T0 ∈ Fq of order `.
Take at random t ∈ [1, `− 1] and assume that the norm Nt of a preimage of gtT0 ∈ Fq, in the number
field Kf , is bounded by qe = Lq[1, e]. Write B = Lq[αB , γ] the smoothness bound for Nt. Then the lower
bound of the expected running time for finding t s.t. the norm Nt of T0g

t is B-smooth is Lq[1/3, (3e)
1/3],

obtained with αB = 2/3 and γ = (e2/3)1/3.

We apply the formulas ‖R‖∞ = p(n−d)/ deg f and Normf (R) ≈ ‖R‖deg f∞ ‖f‖degR∞ to obtain the norm
bounds of Table 2.

Table 2: Norm bound of the preimage, and booting step complexity. The various TNFS versions of NFS
use one of the classical polynomial selections, and the norm of the target is the same as for the NFS
algorithm with the same polynomial selection method.

polynomial norm bound booting step Lq[
1
3
, c]

selection naive JLSV06 [27] this work old old c =
Early-abort 1 test

[5, (4.18)]
this work, 1 test

[31] e (3e)1/3 c = (3e)1/3( 23
27

)2/3 c = (3e)1/3( 23
27

)2/3

GJL q1+
1
n q q1−1/n q1−d/n 1 1.442 1.296

(
3( 23

27
)2/3

(
1− d

n

))1/3
Conj q2 q q1−1/n q1−d/n 1 1.442 1.296

(
3( 23

27
)2/3

(
1− d

n

))1/3
JLSV1 q

3
2
− 1

2n q2 q
3
2
(1− 1

n
) q

3
2
− d
n
− 1

2n 3
2

1.651 1.484
(

3( 23
27

)2/3
(
3
2
− d

n
− 1

2n

))1/3
JLSV2 q2 q3−

2
D+1 q2−

1
n
− 2
D+1 q2−

d
n
− 2
D+1 2 1.817 1.633

(
3( 23

27
)2/3

(
2− d

n
− 2

D+1

))1/3
Sarkar-Singh q

D+1
d2 q q1−1/n q1−d/n 1 1.442 1.296

(
3( 23

27
)2/3

(
1− d

n

))1/3
polynomial practical values of c, without an Early Abort test, with one test, with k tests where k = 5
selection n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5 n = 6

e c e c e c e c e c
0 test 1 test k tests 0 test 1 test k tests 0 test 1 test k tests 0 test 1 test k tests 0 test 1 test k tests

GJL 1
2

1.145 1.029 0.98 2
3

1.260 1.132 1.08 1
2

1.145 1.029 0.98 4
5

1.339 1.203 1.14 1
2

1.145 1.029 0.98

Conj 1
2

1.145 1.029 0.98 2
3

1.260 1.132 1.08 1
2

1.145 1.029 0.98 4
5

1.339 1.203 1.14 1
2

1.145 1.029 0.98

JLSV1
3
4

1.310 1.178 1.12 1 1.445 1.296 1.23 7
8

1.379 1.240 1.18 6
5

1.533 1.377 1.31 11
12

1.401 1.259 1.20

JLSV1 Gröbner 5
6

1.357 1.220 1.16
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Example 3. Assume that n is even and let T ∈ Fpn . Compute a polynomial basis (1, U, U2, . . . , Un/2−1)
of the subfield Fpn/2 . Let

A =


T
UT

...
Un/2−1T

 and compute E =


E1,1 . . . E1,n2−1 1 0 . . . 0

...
. . .

. . .
...

...
. . . 0

En
2

. . . En
2 ,
n
2−1 1


to be the reduced echelon form of A. Then we define the lower triangular matrix made of the n/2× n/2
identity matrix with p on the diagonal in the upper left quarter, the n/2 × n/2 zero matrix in the
upper right quarter, and the n/2× n matrix E in reduced echelon form in the lower half. Moreover if
deg(f) > n then we add (deg f − n− 1) rows made of the coefficients of xiψ where Fpn = Fp[x]/(ψ(x)),
for 0 ≤ i < deg f − n− 1. Finally we apply the LLL algorithm to this matrix. The short vector gives us a
preimage R whose norm is bounded by q1/2 with a polynomial selection such that ‖f‖∞ = O(1) (such
as Conj and GJL). Applying Lemma 4, we set the bound B1 to be B1 = Lq[2/3, ((1/2)2/3)1/3 ≈ 0.436].
The running-time of Algorithm 4 will be Lq[1/3, (3/2)1/3 ≈ 1.144]. We obtain preimages R whose norm

is bounded by q1−
1
2n with the JLSV1 polynomial selection method as shown in Example 2. Applying

Lemma 4, we set the bound B1 to be B1 = Lq[2/3, ((1− 1
2n )2/3)1/3]. The running-time of Algorithm 4

will be Lq[1/3, (3(1− 1
2n ))1/3].

4.1 Other variant with Gröbner basis or resultants for Fp6

We consider the finite field Fp6 . We will use the two subfields Fp2 and Fp3 to cancel three coefficients. Let
U ∈ Fp6 such that (1, U, U2) is a basis of Fp3 ⊂ Fp6 . Let V ∈ Fp6 such that (1, V ) is a basis of Fp2 ⊂ Fp6 .
We want to solve

uvwT = (u0 + u1U + u2U
2)(v0 + v1V )wT = T ′

where u ∈ Fp3 , v ∈ Fp2 , w ∈ Fp and T ′ ∈ Fp6 is represented by an element of degree 2. To simplify, we set
u2 = v1 = 1 so that we obtain equations where we can eliminate recursively the variables by computing
resultants. We compute u, v such that uvT = T ′, where T ′ = t′0 + t′1 + x2 is monic of degree 2. We define
the lattice

L =

 p 0 0
0 p 0
t′0 t
′
1 1


The determinant of L is p2 hence LLL(L) computes a short vector R of coefficient size bounded by Cp2/3,
with C the LLL approximation factor (we can take C ≈ 1 in this practical case). The norm of R will be
in the JLSV1 case Normf (R) ≈ ‖R‖6∞‖f‖2∞ = p5 = q5/6. This is better than the bound q11/12 obtained
with the cubic subfield cofactor method. This specific method can be generalized to specific cases of finite
fields where reducing as most as possible the degree of the target is the best strategy.

Example 4. We take the same finite field parameters as in Example 2, where Fp6 = Fp[x]/(f(x)). g = x+3

is a generator of Fp6 . (1, U, U2) where U = g1+p
3

is a basis of Fp3 and (1, V ) where V = g1+p
2+p4 is a

basis of Fp2 . We solve the system (u0 + u1U + U2)(v0 + V )T = T ′ where ui, vi ∈ Fp and T ′ is monic and
represented by a polynomial of degree 2 instead of 5. We did not obtain a solution for T so we do the
same again for g · T . We obtain

u = 30087184509729628509658239 + 28048716121146387527410379U + U2

v = 3115762846704637601955136 + V
w = 11308798867395222415537575

T ′ = uvw(gT ) = X2 + 17959435401841404261854961X + 6990532753965111225625465

We checked that (T ′/(gT ))
p6−1
` = 1, meaning that logg T

′ = 1+logg T . Then we reduce the lattice defined
by the matrix  p 0 0

0 p 0
6990532753965111225625465 17959435401841404261854961 1
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to get the short vector R = −4629536925891637x2 + 58704739058037245x+ 3540200535823573 whose norm (when lifted
in Kf ) is

NKf/Q(R) = −253150604067296611212159225169821424744587834963607275136299650\
20682921916229615249242460050785883556777714339882637425642283

of 413 bits, which is even smaller than log2 q
5/6 = 423 bits. We still have logg ρ(R) ≡ logg T + 1 mod `.

4.2 Extended Tower Number Field Sieve for Fp6 and Fp12

Very recently, Kim proposed in [36] a new variant of the Tower Number Field Sieve that exploits the
composite extension degree in another way than Sarkar and Singh. The first version combined the JLSV2
method with the TNFS method, then is was generalized to several previous polynomial selection methods
[37,28,51,49,50]. We take the example of Fp6 as a first approach. This example will also help to introduce
our idea for small characteristic in Section 5.

The idea of the ExtendedTNFS polynomial selection is to define a tower of two extensions, where the
first one is of degree η, such that η divides the finite field extension n, and is smaller than n. Then, two
other polynomials of degree at least κ = n/η are defined, with any former polynomial selection, as if we
would like to compute polynomials for Fpκ instead of Fpn . The computation of the norm of an element in
the top number field will be smaller by construction, thanks to the tower structure. Since in the initial
splitting step, the elements are not of a special form as in the relation collection step, we simply obtain
the same norms and bounds with or without ExtendedTNFS. A comparison is provided in Example 4
and Example 6.

Example 5. We take the same parameters as in Example 2: let p = 31415926535897932384634359 a 85-bit prime
made of the first 26 decimals of π, p = b1025πc + 7926, so that Fp6 is a 509-bit finite field. Moreover
Φ6(p) = p2 − p + 1 is the 170-bit prime ` = 986960440108935861883947021513080740536833738706523. We want to
compute discrete logarithms in the order-` cyclotomic subgroup of Fp6 . The ExtendedTNFS method
computes a first polynomial h of degree η = 2 or η = 3 to define a first extension. We take h = y2 + 1
since p = 3 mod 4. Then we define two different polynomials f and g that share a common factor ϕ(x)
of degree 3 modulo p. Since gcd(2, 3) = 1, we can take f and g whose coefficients are in Fp instead of
Fp2 . We can use any of the previous polynomial selection methods for computing f and g: Conjugation,
JLSV1, or GJL for example. We start with the Conjugation method and we will consider the JLSV1
method in the next example (Example 6).

To compute f and g we proceed as if we were running the polynomial selection algorithm for Fp3 . We
take f in the cyclic family of degree 6: f is defined by ft(x) = x6−2tx5−(5t+15)x4−20x3+5tx2+(2t+6)x+1
where t is a small parameter. The number field of f , denoted by Kf = Q[x]/(f(x)) = Q(αf ), admits a
quadratic subfield defined by the auxiliary polynomial P (y) = y2 − 2ty − 3t− 9. Over this quadratic field
K2 = Q[y]/(P (y)) = Q(γ) where γ is a root of P , the polynomial f factors as (x3 − γx2 − (γ + 3)x −
1)(x3 − γx2 − (γ + 3)x− 1). We obtain

t = 1
f(x) = x6 − 2x5 − 20x4 − 20x3 + 5x2 + 8x+ 1
P (y) = x2 − 2x− 12
ϕ(x) = x3 − 333984620695869407825113x2 − 333984620695869407825116x− 1
g(x) = 4968577858400x3 + 1210792524713x2 − 13694941050487x− 4968577858400

The two number fields used in ExtendedTNFS will be Kf and Kg, defined as the following.

Kf = Q(αf , ι) = R[x]/(f(x))
|
R = Q[t]/(h(t)) = Q[ι]
|
Q

and

Kg = Q(αg, ι) = R[x]/(g(x))
|
R = Q[t]/(h(t)) = Q[ι]
|
Q

and the finite field is

Fp6 = Fp2 [x]/(ϕ(x)) 3 T0 = (a00 + a01t) + (a10 + a11t)x+ (a20 + a21t)x
2

|
Fp2 = Fp[t]/(h(t)) 3 a00 + a01t
|
Fp
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A given target T0 = in Fp6 will be of the form indicated above. As in Example 2 we take our target
T0 in Fp6 whose coefficients are made of the decimals of π (starting at the 26-th decimal, since the first
25 ones were already used for p).

t0 = (3279502884197169399375105 + 8209755913602112920808122 t)
= +(3868374359445757647591444 + 4509390283780949909020139 t)x
= +(16240052432693899613177738 + 6427704988581508162162455 t)x2

We proceed as before and try to reduce its degree and/or its coefficient size, in order to reduce the
norm of its preimage in Kf or Kg. By construction, a basis for the elements in the subfield Fp3 is 〈1, x, x2〉
since ϕ(x) is irreducible of degree 3 and of coefficients in Fp. We compute a Reduced Row Echelon Form
of the matrix T

xT mod ϕ(x)
x2T mod ϕ(x)

 =

 a00 a01 a10 a11 a20 a21
−a20ϕ0 −a21ϕ0 a00 − a20ϕ1 a01 − a21ϕ1 a10 − a20ϕ2 a11 − a21ϕ2

. . .


so that we eliminated two coefficients in Fp. We obtain the same form of matrix as in Example 2, the
difference being the interpretation of the coefficients for each column. E = 9702070871980660309622619 15756836584905036408644304 30967867824648748088305644 1 0 0

5208418489000473261204534 10378123053882066913277376 29920826116298344133791165 12856845725996302617447130 1 0

28518483108286780997754586 1241438529762488509839249 217505362672804484561492 15498741921038111478259426 14506788936586716554786598 1


Then we reduce with the LLL algorithm the lattice defined by the lower triangular (12× 12)-matrix

p
0 p
0 0 p

E1,1 . . . E1,3 1
E2,1 . . . E2,4 1
E3,1 . . . E3,5 1
ϕ0 0 ϕ1 0 ϕ2 0 1

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

ϕ0 0 ϕ1 0 ϕ2 0 1


Since ϕ does not depend on t, ϕ = (ϕ0 + 0 t) + (ϕ1 + 0 t)x+ (ϕ2 + 0 t)x2 + (1 + 0 t)x3. A shift of one
column to the right corresponds to a multiplication by t, a shift of two columns: by x, of three columns:
tx, of four columns: x2, of five columns: tx2.

After LLL reduction we obtain a (12× 12)-matrix whose coefficients are bounded by Cp1/4. The norm
of the corresponding element in Kf will be bounded by O(‖r‖12∞) = O(p3) = O(q1/2), according to the
bound formula in [38, §A Lemma 2]:

‖NKf/Q

(
d∑
i=0

ai(αh)αif

)
= Adeg h deg f‖f‖d deg h∞ ‖h‖(d+deg f)(deg h−1)

∞ D(deg h,deg f) .

In our example q1/2 is 254-bit long.

r = (−237367− 407674 αh) + (147730− 788036 αh) αf + (797431 + 430785 αh) α2
f

= +(14296 + 1161565 αh) α3
f + (652082− 519659 αh) α4

f + (1035194− 67214 αh) α5
f

NKh/Q(NKf/Kh(r)) = 1071635509290372958473483894986924858508960126675652900927821484064126050084601337

which is 270-bit long.

Example 6. With the same parameters p and extension degree 6, and polynomial h(t) = t2 + 1 for the
first extension in the ExtendedTNFS construction, we will define f and g with the JLSV1 method. We
will obtain a norm of a given target bounded by O(q5/6) (of approximately 424 bits) instead of O(q)
(where q is 508-bit long) in the classical JLSV1 construction.
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We again take h(x) = x2 + 1 and this time, we run the JLSV1 method as if we were about to compute
DL in Fp3 . We obtain

t = d√pe = 5604991216398

f(x) = x3 − 5604991216398x2 − 5604991216401x− 1
g(x) = 5604991216398x3 − 799279460045x2 − 17614253109239x− 5604991216398

The finite fields involved in NFS and the finite field representation are the same as in Example 5, with
the polynomials above. We take the same target as in the previous Example 5.

t0 = (3279502884197169399375105 + 8209755913602112920808122 t)
= +(3868374359445757647591444 + 4509390283780949909020139 t)x
= +(16240052432693899613177738 + 6427704988581508162162455 t)x2

We compute a Fp-Reduced Row Echelon Form of the matrix whose rows are made of T, xT, x2T . The
first row of the matrix corresponds to the element

(23775181490268442374175396 + 13025839894584203105475115 t) + (4372384518654943396073665 + t)x

We divide it by its leading term in Fp2 and we obtain this monic element in x:

(a00 + a01t) + x = (876504773426193933906972 + 10600085328138983813475425 t) + x .

We reduce the matrix

 p 0 0
0 p 0
a00 a01 1

 and obtain

−11286664433880042 −47936093180625833 −2610441075668415085396065575201237 −6489687287584757 −35085391830929374

−76070112599590337 107796889266873264 −141335974330113951


The norm of the element whose coefficients are given by the first row is

NKh/Q(NKf/Kh(r)) = 130705474780689061368276312769515365839923191376488723670207369\
368049234337055909818127211810565278267569320515776567377530277

of 416 bits. We obtained an element of norm 413 bits in Example 4.

4.3 Exploiting all the subgroups of Fpn

Given an element in the cyclotomic subgroup of Fpn , we can generalize the compact representation we
obtained in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 to any n. We can represent any element with ϕ(n) non-zero coefficients
plus a monic leading term. Since in Algorithm 4 we do not need a one-to-one correspondence between the
given elements of the cyclotomic subgroup on one hand, and their representation with only ϕ(n) non-zero
non-one coefficients on the other hand, we can use a Gröbner basis computation even if we do not expect
a solution at all times. If no such compact representation is found, one test for the next t in gtT0.

The idea is to list all the distinct subfields Fpd of Fpn , to compute a polynomial basis for each of
them, and to allow a degree of freedom for the coefficients to be ϕ(d) for each subfield Fpd . However the
Gröbner basis computation becomes very costly even for Fp30 , where we need to handle n−ϕ(n)− 1 = 21
variables.

5 Faster Initial Splitting in Small Characteristic Finite Fields

In small characteristic, the Function Field Sieve is used. The given target T in Fpn is lifted in Fp[x]
(usually F2[x], F3[x], or Fr[x] with r a small prime power in pairing target groups.) For each randomized
target, the preimage as in Algorithm 1 is computed with the Waterloo algorithm that outputs two
polynomials u(x), v(x) of degree ≤ bn/2c s.t. T ≡ u(x)/v(x) mod I(x), where I is a polynomial of degree
n that defines the extension field.
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In this case, we are only focused on reducing the degree of the target, not the coefficient size. The
target coefficients are already very small (in F2 or F3 or a small extension Fr = F24 or Fq = F36 for
example). We directly use the building block of Algorithm 4 that computes a reduced row echelon form
of the matrix. Our idea is extremely simple and provides a very good speed-up. Given a target T in the
cyclotomic subgroup of F∗pn , we take the largest divisor d of n, 1 < d < n, and we compute T ′ of degree
n− d instead of n− 1 and such that log T ′ ≡ log T mod `. When n is even, we simply take d = n/2 and
compute a new target T ′ of degree n/2 instead of n− 1. This is clearly better than the initial splitting
step of the Waterloo algorithm: we need to find one B1-smooth polynomial T ′(x) of degree n/2 instead
of two polynomials C(x), D(x) of degree n/2 that are both B1-smooth at the same time. This provides a
very good speed-up in the asymptotic complexity formula as well as in practice.

5.1 Using implicitly the largest subfield with the QPA

In the recent discrete logarithm records in small characteristic using the QPA, the finite field is a tower
of two extensions. The first extension is Fpl and the second one is Fplk = Fpn , such that pl ≈ k. The
target is represented by a polynomial of degree k − 1 over Fpl . We need to adapt our algorithm to this
representation. Our technique can cancel d − 1 coefficients in the base field, that become b(d − 1)/lc
coefficients in Fpl . Let d be the largest proper divisor of n = kl. The subfield Fpd is explicit with the
representation Fpn and implicit with the representation Fplk . We first pre-compute a polynomial basis
[1, U, U2, . . . , Ud−1] of this subfield of Fplk , then again we compute a row-echelon form E of the d × k
matrix A whose rows are made of the coefficients of U iT , for 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1. The key idea again is that
each row should be a Fp-linear combination of the other rows, so that each row is made of a Fp-linear
combination of the coefficients of a Fpd -multiple of the target T , and the logarithm is unchanged modulo
`. To do so, we modify the Gaussian elimination algorithm that computes the row-echelon form of E and
allow only Fp-linear combinations of the rows even if the coefficients are in Fpl . It means that we will
cancel one coefficient in Fpl every l rows (we cancel one coefficient in Fp every row). The generic idea is
explained in Algorithm 5 and the technical details are illustrated through the three examples provided in
the following sections.

Algorithm 5: Initial splitting in small characteristic with the subfield technique

Input: Finite field Fpn of small characteristic (e.g. p = 2, 3), with the representation
Fpn = Fplk = Fpl [x]/(I(x)), with I(x) irreducible of degree k over Fpl

generator g (of the order ` subgroup of the cyclotomic subgroup)
target T0 ∈ Fplk
smoothness bound B1

Output: t, T = gtT0, s.t. T is represented by a polynomial T (x) which is B1-smooth (w.r.t. its degree)
1 d← the largest divisor of n, 1 < d < n

2 Compute U(x) ∈ Fplk s.t. (1, U, U2, . . . , Ud−1) is a polynomial basis of the subfield Fpd
3 repeat
4 take t ∈ {1, . . . , `− 1} at random
5 T ← gtT0 in Fplk

6 Define A =


T
UT

...

Ud−1T

 a d× k matrix whose coefficients are in Fpl

7 E ← ReducedRowEchelonForm(A)
8 T ′(x)← the polynomial of lowest degree made of the first row of E

9 until T ′(x) is B1-smooth
10 return t, T ′(x)

Remark 1. We can increase the number of tested elements at each round for a given t by a factor n for
almost free. We run again a Gaussian elimination algorithm on the matrix E but in the reverse side,
for instance from row 1 to row n if it was done from row n to row 1 the first time. The matrix is in
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row-echelon form on the left-hand side and on the right-hand side (the upper right and lower left corners
are filled with zeros).

E =


∗ . . . ∗ 1 0 . . . 0

0
. . .

. . .
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . .

. . . 0
0 . . . 0 ∗ . . . ∗ 1


The i-th row represents an element Ti = Xi−1T ′i , where T ′i is of reduced degree n− d (or (n− d)/l over
Fpl , according to the representation). Since X is in the factor basis (by construction, as all the degree 1
polynomials), its logarithm is known at this point (after the relation collection and linear algebra steps),
hence the logarithm of any Xi is known. It remains to compute the discrete logarithm of T ′i of degree
n− d.

In practice there are some technicalities: in the second Gaussian Elimination, if the leading coefficient
is zero then two rows are swapped, and it cancels the previous Gaussian Elimination (computed at the
other side of the matrix) for that row. We end up with a matrix which is in row-echelon form on the right
and almost row-echelon form on the left (or vice-versa). Since each sequence of l rows produces a sequence
of l polynomials, all of same degree, and since at the end we divide by the leading term in Fpl , swapping
two rows whose difference of indices is less than l will not change the degree in X of the corresponding
polynomial. In average, some rare polynomials will have a degree increased by one or two. This second
Gaussian elimination increases the number of tests by a factor n (or k for Fpkl) at a very cheap cost.

5.2 Complexity analysis.

Cost of one iteration of the initial splitting. At first glance, we replace an extended Euclidean
algorithm costing O(n2) by an echelon form (or Gaussian elimination) computation. The complexity
of a reduced echelon form computation is O(n3) [21, §13.4.2]. This would be more expensive (though
still polynomial in n). But if we compute a double-side row-echelon form as in Remark 1, then we get
n distinct polynomials of the form XiT ′ where T ′ is of degree n− d, and we can test each of them for
smoothness. In other words, we perform two Gaussian eliminations on reverse side for n smoothness tests,
meaning that the O(n3) cost is shared over n smoothness tests, making a O(n2) per smoothness test in
average. The complexity is then the same as the Waterloo algorithm. We also replace two B-smooth tests
by only one and that might save some time in practice. We present the theoretical costs in Table 3 from
[22]. XGCD stands for extended Euclidean algorithm, SQF stands for SQuare-free Factorization, DDF
stands for Distinct Degree Factorization and EDF stands for Equal Degree Factorization.

algorithm XGCD(T, I) Echelon Form SQF DDF EDF

cost O(n2) O(n3) O(n2) O(n3 log pl) O(n2 log pl)
Waterloo 1 time – 2 times 1 time/SQF factor 1 time/DDF factor
This work – 1 time/n tests 1 time 1 time/SQF factor 1 time/DDF factor

Table 3: Cost of one iteration of the initial splitting step

Total cost of the initial splitting step. If we assume that b = logLpn [2/3, γ], then the probability
that two given polynomials of degree n/2 are b-smooth at the same time (Waterloo algorithm) is
Lpn [1/3,−1/(3γ)]. The probability of one polynomial of degree a · n, for a fixed number 0 < a ≤ n, to
be b-smooth is Lpn [1/3,−a/(3γ)]. Whenever a < 1 (i.e. n is not prime and a = n−d

n where d | n), the
asymptotic complexity of our algorithm is better. But this complexity does not take into account the
advantage of the initial splitting of the Waterloo algorithm: the gain disappears in the o(1) (this fact
was analyzed in [5, §4.1.2]). If n is even then a = 1/2, there is one polynomial of degree n/2 to test for
smoothness instead of two polynomials of degree n/2 and obviously the saving is very important. But
what if a = 4/5? Is there a crossing-point of the running-times of the Waterloo and this algorithm? The
asymptotic complexity formula does not allow to see it. There is still a cross-over point in practice that
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we can compute with the exact formulas. Example 6.3 deals with GF(35·479) where a = 4/5 and illustrates
well this cross-over.

6 Practical examples in small characteristic

6.1 Adj–Menezes–Oliveira–Rodŕıguez-Henŕıquez record in GF(36·509)

Adj, Menezes, Oliveira and Rodŕıguez-Henŕıquez estimated in [2] the cost to compute discrete logarithms
in the 4841-bit finite field GF(36·509). The elements are represented by polynomials of degree at most 508
whose coefficients are in F36 . The initial splitting of the Waterloo algorithm outputs two polynomials of
degree 254. The probability that two independent and relatively prime polynomials of degree 254 over
F36 are simultaneously b-smooth is (1− 1/36) Pr236(254, b) [20], where Prq(N, b) is the probability that a
polynomial of degree N over Fq is b-smooth. The term (1− 1/36) is negligible in practice for the values
we are looking at.

Our algorithm 5 outputs one polynomial of degree 254. The probability that it is b-smooth is Pr36(n, b),
i.e. the square root of the previous one. For the same probability, we can take a much smaller b. We list
in Tab. 4a in Appendix A the values of b to obtain a probability between 2−40 and 2−20. For instance,
if we allow 230 trials, then we can set b = 28 with our algorithm, instead of b = 43 previously: we have
Pr236(254, 43) = 2−30.1 and we only need to take b = 28 to get the same probability with this work:
Pr36(254, 28) = 2−29.6. This will provide a good practical speed-up of the descent phase: much less
elements need to be “reduced”: this reduces the initial width of the tree, and they are of much smaller
degree: this reduces the the depth of the descent tree.

The finite field is represented as a first extension Fpl = F3[y]/(y6 + 2y4 + y2 + 2y + 2), then a second
extension F36·509 = F36 [X]/(I(X)), where I(X) is the degree 509 irreducible factor of h1X

q − h0, where
h1 = X2 +y424X and h0 = y316X+y135. As a proof of concept, we computed a 30-smooth initial splitting
of the target T0 =

∑508
i=0(ybπ(3

6)i+1c mod 36)Xi. We found that G47233T0 = uvX230T ′ where u = 1 ∈ F36 ,

v ∈ F33·509 and T ′ is of degree 255 and 30-smooth. The equality (G47233T0)
pk−1
r = (uvX230T ′)

pk−1
r is

satisfied. The explicit value of T ′ is given in Appendix B. The whole computation took less than 6 days
on 48 cores Intel Xeon E5-2609 2.40GHz (274 core-days). This is obviously overshot, but this was done
with a non-optimized Magma implementation.

6.2 Computing discrete logarithms in F2512 and F21024

In [24,25, §3.6] discrete logarithms in F2512 and F21024 need to be computed modulo the full multiplicative
group order 2n − 1. As pointed to us by R. Granger, our technique can be used to compute discrete
logarithms in F21024 . Our algorithm provides a decomposition of the target as the product uS where u is
an element in the largest proper subfield F2512 , and S is an element of F21024 of degree 512 intead of 1023.
The discrete logarithm of the subfield cofactor u can be obtained by a discrete logarithm computation in
F2512 . More generally, our technique is useful when discrete logarithms in nested finite fields such as F22i

are computed recursively.

6.3 Joux–Pierrot record in GF(35·479)

Joux and Pierrot announced a discrete logarithm record computation in GF(35·479) in [32] (then published
in [33]). They defined a first degree 5 extension GF(35) = GF(3)[y]/(y5 − y + 1) then a degree 479
extension on top of it. The irreducible degree 479 polynomial I(X) was a divisor of Xh1(Xq)− h0(Xq),
where h0 = X2 + y111X and h1 = yX + 1. Given a target T ∈ F35·479 , the initial splitting outputs
two polynomials u(X), v(X) ∈ F35 [X] of degree b478/2c = 239. Our method outputs one polynomial
of degree b 45479c = 383. This example is interesting because the smoothness probabilities are very
close. We computed the exact values with Drmota–Panario’s formulas, and give them in table 4b of
Appendix A. We obtain Pr235(239, 50) = 2−20.96 (Waterloo) and Pr35(383, 50) = 2−22.96 (Algorithm 5),
i.e. our algorithm would be four times slower; Pr235(239, 40) = 2−30.61 and Pr35(383, 40) = 2−32.34;
Pr235(239, 30) = 2−48.46 and Pr35(383, 30) = 2−49.34 ; and the cross-over point is for b = 24: in this case,
we have Pr235(239, 24) = 2−67.96 and Pr35(383, 24) = 2−67.59 which is slightly larger.
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The probabilities would advise to use the classical Initial Splitting with the extended GCD algorithm.
We remark that this algorithm would output two b-smooth polynomials of degree (n− 1)/2. Each would
factor into approximately dn/be irreducible polynomials of degree at most b. Each such factor is sent as
an input to the second step (descent step). If we use Algorithm 5, the initial splitting will outputs one
polynomial of degree 383 that factors into approximately d383/be polynomials of degree at most b, each
of them sent as input to the second step, that is, the descent step is called 20% time less, and that would
reduce the total width of the descent tree accordingly. Since the descent is the most costly part, and in
particular, the memory size required is huge, this remark would need to be taken into consideration for a
practical implementation.

As a proof of concept of our algorithm, we implemented in Magma our algorithm, took the same
parameters, generator and target as in [32] and found a 50-smooth decomposition for the target given by
the 471-th row of the matrix computed for g23940T0 in 1239 core-hours (22.12 hours over 56 cores) on an
Intel Xeon E5-2609 2.40GHz (compared to 5000 core-hours announced in [32]). The value is given in
appendix C. In our technique, we compute gtT0 = uvT ′ where u ∈ F35 (this is the leading term of the
polynomial), v ∈ F3479 and T ′ which is 50-smooth. The discrete logarithm of u can be tabulated however
it remain quite hard to compute the discrete logarithm of v. Our technique is useful if it is easy (or not
required) to compute discrete logarithms in the subfields.

Acknowledgments. Many thanks to Francisco Rodŕıguez-Henŕıquez, Frederik Vercauteren, Robert
Granger and Thorsten Kleinjung, François Morain, Pierrick Gaudry, and Luca De Feo. All these very
fruitful discussions started at the ECC 2015 conference, the CATREL workshop and the Asiacrypt 2015
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A Smooth polynomials over a finite field

Odlyzko computed the asymptotic complexity of the Waterloo algorithm to be L2n [1/2,
√

2 log 2] in [45],
using the following heuristic: the probability that two independent polynomials of degree m are b-smooth
is the same as the square of the probability that a polynomial of degree m is b-smooth. Drmota and
Panario gave a non-heuristic proof in [20], and proved Theorem 2: the heuristic is true up to a factor
(1− 1/q).

Definition 1. Let Nq(b;n) denote the number of monic polynomials over Fq of degree n which are
b-smooth, i.e., all irreducible factors have degree smaller or equal to b. let Nq(b;n1, n2) denote the number
of coprime pairs of monic polynomials over Fq of degrees n1 and n2, respectively, which are b-smooth.

Theorem 2 ([20, Theorem 1]). Let δ > 0 be given. Then we have, uniformly for b, n1, n2 →∞ with
nδ1 ≤ b ≤ n1−δ1 and nδ2 ≤ b ≤ n1−δ2 ,

Nq(b;n1, n2) ∼
(

1− 1

q

)
Nq(b;n1)Nq(b;n2) .

Corollary 1 ([20, Theorem 1]). Let δ > 0 be given. Then we have, uniformly for b, n1, n2 →∞ with
nδ1 ≤ b ≤ n1−δ1 and nδ2 ≤ b ≤ n1−δ2 ,

Prq(b;n1, n2) ∼
(

1− 1

q

)
Prq(b;n1) Prq(b;n2) .

The asymptotic complexity computation needs the estimation of the probability that a polynomial
over Fq of degree m factors entirely into polynomials of degree at most b, i.e. is b-smooth. Odlyzko gave
the following estimation in [45, eq. (4.5) p. 14].

Prq(b, n)−1 = exp
(

(1 + o(1))
n

b
loge

n

b

)
for n1/100 ≤ b ≤ n99/100 (6)

Then in combination with Odlyzko’s formulas we computed the table of the probabilities for GF(36·509)
and GF(35·479).
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b Pr236(254, b) b Pr36(254, b)

36 2−40.1 22 2−42.3

37 2−38.4 23 2−39.6

38 2−36.8 24 2−37.2

39 2−35.3 25 2−35.1

40 2−33.9

41 2−32.5 26 2−33.1

42 2−31.3 27 2−31.3

43 2−30.1 28 2−29.6

44 2−28.9

45 2−27.9 29 2−28.1

46 2−26.9

47 2−25.9 30 2−26.6

48 2−25.0 31 2−25.3

49 2−24.1 32 2−24.1

50 2−23.3 33 2−23.0

51 2−22.5

52 2−21.8 34 2−21.9

53 2−21.1 35 2−21.0

54 2−20.4 36 2−20.1

55 2−19.7

56 2−19.1 37 2−19.2

57 2−18.5

58 2−18.0 38 2−18.4

59 2−17.4 39 2−17.6

60 2−16.9 40 2−16.9

61 2−16.4 41 2−16.3

62 2−15.9 42 2−15.6

(a) Probabilities for GF(36·509)

b Pr235(239, b) Pr35(383, b)

24 2−67.96 2−67.59

25 2−63.95 2−63.86

26 2−60.30 2−60.45

27 2−56.95 2−57.32

28 2−53.89 2−54.44

29 2−51.07 2−51.79

30 2−48.46 2−49.34

31 2−46.06 2−47.06

32 2−43.83 2−44.95

33 2−41.76 2−42.99

34 2−39.83 2−41.16

35 2−38.03 2−39.44

36 2−36.35 2−37.84

37 2−34.77 2−36.34

38 2−33.30 2−34.92

39 2−31.91 2−33.60

40 2−30.61 2−32.34

41 2−29.39 2−31.16

42 2−28.23 2−30.05

43 2−27.14 2−28.99

44 2−26.11 2−27.99

45 2−25.13 2−27.04

46 2−24.21 2−26.14

47 2−23.33 2−25.29

48 2−22.50 2−24.47

49 2−21.71 2−23.70

50 2−20.96 2−22.96

(b) For GF(35·479)

Table 4: Smoothness probabilities of polynomials over finite fields.
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B Initial splitting in GF(36·509)

The generator is G = X+y2. We computed a top-down left followed by bottom-up right F3-linear Gaussian
elimination on the matrix whose rows correspond to U iT , where {1, U, . . . , U3·509−1} is a polynomial basis
of F33·509 which is the largest proper subfield of F36·509 . About 2/3 of the 1529 rows of the matrix gave
distinct polynomials of degree 254 or 255. Since the number of rows of our matrix is 3 ·509 ≡ 3 mod 6, then
half the polynomials have degree 254 and half degree 255 in average. We want to compute a 32-smooth
decomposition. Since each gtT0 produces about 210 polynomials to test and Pr36(254, 32) = 2−24.1, we
need to test about 214.1 different t to get one 32-smooth decomposition. We run our algorithm over 48
cores, each of them running 210 t, so that we had t ∈ {0, . . . , 48 · 210 − 1 = 49151 ≈ 215.6}, making 225.6

candidates. We found that the 1384-th row of the two-side row-echelon form computed for T = G47233T0
gives T = uvX230T ′, where T ′ is 30-smooth, u ∈ F36 and v ∈ F33·509 . The whole computation took less
than 6 days on 48 cores Intel Xeon E5-2609 2.40GHz (274 core-days). This is obviously overshot, but
this was done with a non-optimized Magma implementation.

b Pr36(254, b) · 225.6 # t row deg T ′ Xi leading coeff ∈ F36

30 2−1 = 0.5 1 47233 1384 255 X230 1
31 20.3 = 1.2 1 24628 265 254 X44 u405

32 21.5 = 2.8 1 44408 1036 255 X172 1
33 22.6 = 6.0 1 22847 7 255 X0 u443

34 23.7 = 13.0 9
35 24.6 = 24.3 10
36 25.5 = 45.3 20
37 26.4 = 84.4 37
38 27.2 = 147 50
39 28.0 = 256 110
40 28.7 = 416 170

Table 5: Results: b-smooth polynomials in F36·509 found for t ∈ {0, . . . , 49151 ≈ 215.6}

// found a 30-smooth decomposition: T = g^47233*T0 = lc*X^230*poly, row = 1384, leading coeff=1:
poly:=X^255+u^295*X^254+u^477*X^253+u^214*X^252+u^557*X^251+u^50*X^250+u^273*X^249+u^51*X^248+u^725*X^247+u^619*X^246
+u^374*X^245+u^66*X^244+u^591*X^243+u^410*X^242+u^132*X^241+u^619*X^240+u^546*X^239+u^484*X^238+u^618*X^237+u^638*X^236
+u^399*X^235+u^598*X^234+u^701*X^233+u^647*X^232+u^663*X^231+u^78*X^230+u^43*X^229+u^520*X^228+u^151*X^227+u^726*X^226
+u^238*X^225+u^321*X^224+u^415*X^223+u^170*X^222+u^63*X^221+u^615*X^220+u^634*X^219+u^10*X^218+u^126*X^217+u^160*X^216
+u^579*X^215+u^425*X^214+u^93*X^213+u^436*X^212+u^191*X^211+u^573*X^210+u^725*X^209+u^336*X^208+u^19*X^207+u^580*X^206
+u^563*X^205+u^45*X^204+u^330*X^203+u^349*X^202+u^50*X^201+u^166*X^200+u^260*X^199+u^670*X^198+u^44*X^197+u^477*X^196
+u^476*X^195+u^492*X^194+u^71*X^193+X^192+u^277*X^191+u^60*X^190+u^103*X^189+u^403*X^188+u^112*X^187+u^213*X^186
+u^314*X^185+u^404*X^184+u^193*X^183+u^189*X^182+u^727*X^181+u^610*X^180+u^178*X^179+u^432*X^178+u^495*X^177+u^285*X^176
+u^577*X^175+u^444*X^174+u^715*X^173+u^416*X^172+u^644*X^171+u^629*X^170+u^468*X^169+u^293*X^168+u^724*X^167+u^502*X^166
+u^697*X^165+u^272*X^164+u^10*X^163+u^575*X^162+u^411*X^161+u^49*X^160+u^182*X^159+u^285*X^158+u^143*X^157+u^380*X^156
+u^594*X^155+u^349*X^154+u^141*X^153+u^683*X^152+u^102*X^151+u^523*X^150+u^410*X^149+u^300*X^148+u^450*X^147+u^16*X^146
+u^423*X^145+u^159*X^144+u^722*X^143+u^379*X^142+u^465*X^141+u^621*X^140+u^104*X^139+u^293*X^138+u^137*X^137+u^551*X^136
+u^627*X^135+u^158*X^134+u^426*X^133+u^150*X^132+u^484*X^131+u^677*X^130+u^120*X^129+u^75*X^128+u^223*X^127+u^186*X^126
+u^566*X^125+u^258*X^124+u^405*X^123+u^344*X^122+u^82*X^121+u^445*X^120+u^79*X^119+u^215*X^118+u^65*X^117+u^191*X^116
+u^251*X^115+u^169*X^114+u^282*X^113+u^510*X^112+u^617*X^111+u^116*X^110+u^639*X^109+u^552*X^108+u^468*X^107+u^340*X^106
+u^514*X^105+u^527*X^104+u^581*X^103+u^280*X^102+u^360*X^101+u^442*X^100+u^197*X^99+u^696*X^98+u^129*X^97+u^74*X^96
+u^720*X^95+u^235*X^94+u^479*X^93+u^382*X^92+u^308*X^91+u^547*X^90+u^716*X^89+u^35*X^88+u^117*X^87+u^548*X^86+u^94*X^85
+u^133*X^84+u^200*X^83+u^156*X^82+u^212*X^81+u^270*X^80+u^608*X^79+u^418*X^78+u^197*X^77+u^656*X^76+u^255*X^75+u^75*X^74
+u^651*X^73+u^462*X^72+u^285*X^71+u^24*X^70+u^306*X^69+u^396*X^68+u^10*X^67+u^87*X^66+u^656*X^65+u^672*X^64+u^500*X^63
+u^243*X^62+u^700*X^61+u^216*X^60+u^58*X^59+u^471*X^58+u^395*X^57+u^14*X^56+u^184*X^55+u^582*X^54+u^440*X^53+u^131*X^52
+u^137*X^51+u^386*X^50+u^422*X^49+u^79*X^48+u^371*X^47+u^680*X^46+u^321*X^45+u^34*X^44+u^258*X^43+u^23*X^42+u^525*X^41
+u^47*X^40+u^258*X^39+u^246*X^38+u^594*X^37+u^658*X^36+u^490*X^35+u^306*X^34+u^300*X^33+u^61*X^32+u^692*X^31+u^632*X^30
+u^198*X^29+u^485*X^28+u^594*X^27+u^252*X^26+u^342*X^25+u^112*X^24+u^92*X^23+u^455*X^22+u^559*X^21+u^241*X^20+u^656*X^19
+u^45*X^18+u^366*X^17+u^677*X^16+u^61*X^15+u^42*X^14+u^363*X^13+u^681*X^12+u^457*X^11+u^610*X^10+u^573*X^9+u^624*X^8
+u^584*X^7+u^102*X^6+u^692*X^5+u^273*X^4+u^500*X^3+u^700*X^2+u^232*X+u^445;
factors := [
<X, 230>,
<X+u^224, 1>,
<X+u^440, 1>,
<X^2+u^544*X+u^205, 1>,
<X^3+u^141*X^2+u^567*X+u^486, 1>,
<X^16+u^374*X^15+u^543*X^14+u^477*X^13+u^40*X^12+u^9*X^11+u^149*X^10+u^193*X^9+u^76*X^8+u^579*X^7+u^580*X^6+u^521*X^5
+u^513*X^4+u^22*X^3+u^431*X^2+u^166*X+u^95, 1>,

<X^20+u^559*X^19+u^230*X^18+u^283*X^17+u^118*X^16+u^529*X^15+u^603*X^14+u^228*X^13+u^618*X^12+u^321*X^11+u^335*X^10
+u^299*X^9+u^86*X^8+u^138*X^7+u^163*X^6+u^262*X^5+u^571*X^4+u^135*X^3+u^544*X^2+u^361*X+u^21, 1>,

<X^21+u^438*X^20+u^94*X^19+u^474*X^18+u^625*X^17+u^207*X^16+u^146*X^15+u^458*X^14+u^525*X^13+u^590*X^12+u^187*X^11
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+u^94*X^10+u^376*X^9+u^64*X^8+u^544*X^7+u^278*X^6+u^29*X^5+u^612*X^4+u^480*X^3+u^181*X^2+u^52*X+u^63, 1>,
<X^23+u^294*X^22+u^523*X^21+u^5*X^20+u^306*X^19+u^332*X^18+u^467*X^17+u^194*X^16+u^727*X^15+u^335*X^14+u^281*X^13
+u^472*X^12+u^129*X^11+u^719*X^10+u^582*X^9+u^240*X^8+u^483*X^7+u^102*X^6+u^444*X^5+u^236*X^4+u^212*X^3+u^491*X^2+u^491*X
+u^641, 1>,

<X^27+u^178*X^26+u^652*X^25+u^717*X^24+u^381*X^23+u^578*X^22+u^523*X^21+u^234*X^20+u^642*X^19+u^306*X^18+u^291*X^17
+u^73*X^16+u^243*X^15+u^396*X^14+u^723*X^13+u^458*X^12+u^215*X^11+u^700*X^10+u^335*X^9+u^493*X^8+u^642*X^7+u^317*X^6
+u^727*X^5+u^252*X^4+u^538*X^3+u^87*X^2+u^406*X+u^701, 1>,

<X^27+u^649*X^26+u^405*X^25+u^529*X^24+u^24*X^23+u^257*X^22+u^304*X^21+u^7*X^20+u^324*X^19+u^683*X^18+u^349*X^17
+u^294*X^16+u^522*X^15+u^456*X^14+u^546*X^13+u^221*X^12+u^601*X^11+u^238*X^10+u^379*X^9+u^12*X^8+u^576*X^7+u^587*X^6
+u^201*X^5+u^2*X^4+u^103*X^3+u^376*X^2+u^339*X+u^274, 1>,

<X^28+u^37*X^27+u^214*X^26+u^473*X^25+u^249*X^24+u^497*X^23+u^553*X^22+u^485*X^21+u^282*X^20+u^13*X^19+u^308*X^18
+u^356*X^17+u^190*X^16+u^308*X^15+u^400*X^14+u^504*X^13+u^339*X^12+u^96*X^11+u^532*X^10+u^161*X^9+u^572*X^8+u^116*X^7
+u^686*X^6+u^420*X^5+u^457*X^4+u^571*X^3+u^230*X^2+u^306*X+u^611, 1>,

<X^28+u^296*X^27+u^311*X^26+u^446*X^25+u^220*X^24+u^217*X^23+u^492*X^22+u^159*X^21+u^408*X^20+u^539*X^19+u*X^18+u^109*X^17
+u^111*X^16+u^179*X^15+u^354*X^14+u^86*X^13+u^587*X^12+u^569*X^11+u^268*X^10+u^647*X^9+u^134*X^8+u^237*X^7+u^173*X^6
+u^107*X^5+u^388*X^4+u^58*X^3+u^209*X^2+u^244*X+u^104, 1>,

<X^28+u^642*X^27+u^403*X^26+u^24*X^25+u^412*X^24+u^462*X^23+u^434*X^22+u^229*X^21+u^643*X^20+u^721*X^19+u^524*X^18
+u^663*X^17+u^469*X^16+u^402*X^15+u^210*X^14+u^183*X^13+u^147*X^12+u^606*X^11+u^410*X^10+u^403*X^9+u^163*X^8+u^81*X^7
+u^526*X^6+u^627*X^5+u*X^3+u^328*X^2+u^611*X+u^314, 1>,

<X^30+u^94*X^29+u^220*X^28+u^4*X^27+u^14*X^26+u^585*X^25+u^528*X^24+u^448*X^23+u^505*X^22+u^307*X^21+u^412*X^20+u^620*X^19
+u^449*X^18+u^248*X^17+u^72*X^16+u^499*X^15+u^667*X^14+u^410*X^13+u^268*X^12+u^563*X^11+u^420*X^10+u^377*X^9+u^218*X^8
+u^698*X^7+u^711*X^6+u^613*X^5+u^30*X^4+u^571*X^3+u^386*X^2+u^600*X+u^634, 1>];

C Initial splitting in GF(35·479)

We iterated from T0, gT0, g
2T0, . . . to g56·1024−1T0 (each of them producing 479 different polynomials,

hence a space search of 224.7) over 56 cores (Intel Xeon E5-2609 2.40GHz) for a total time of 1239 hours
(22.12 hours per core). We obtained 188 polynomials that are 50-smooth up to 60-smooth, among them
20.7% of the polynomials are of degree 384, 78.2% of degree 383, and 1.1% of degree 382.

b Pr35(383, b) Pr35(383, b) · 224.7 # t row deg T ′ Xi leading coeff ∈ F35

50 2−22.96 21.74 = 3.34 1 23940 471 383 X94 a69

51 2−22.26 22.44 = 5.42 2 26518 186 384 X36 a69

53584 38 383 X7 a230

52 2−21.59 23.11 = 8.63 0
53 2−20.95 23.75 = 13.45 4
54 2−20.33 24.37 = 20.67 10
55 2−19.74 24.96 = 31.12 8
56 2−19.18 25.52 = 45.88 12
57 2−18.64 26.06 = 66.71 18
58 2−18.13 26.57 = 95.00 26
59 2−17.63 27.07 = 134.36 42
60 2−17.16 27.54 = 186.10 65

Table 6: Results: b-smooth polynomials in F35·479 found for t ∈ {0, . . . , 57343 ≈ 215.8}

The 471-th row of the matrix corresponding to T = g23940T0 gives T = uvT ′ where T ′ is 50-smooth.

// found a 50-smooth decomposition: T = g^23940*T0 = lc*X^94*poly, row = 471, leading coeff=a^69:
poly := X^383+a^191*X^382+a^207*X^381+a^119*X^380+a^214*X^379+a^49*X^378+a^199*X^377+a^78*X^376+a^217*X^375+a^152*X^374
+a^104*X^373+a^18*X^372+a^218*X^371+a^170*X^370+a^196*X^369+a^32*X^368+a^107*X^367+a^116*X^366+a^10*X^365+a^68*X^364
+a^34*X^363+a^46*X^362+2*X^361+a^150*X^360+a^77*X^359+a^48*X^358+a^95*X^357+a^70*X^356+a^8*X^355+a^217*X^354+a^203*X^353
+a^115*X^352+a^184*X^351+a^216*X^350+a^31*X^349+a^26*X^348+a^99*X^347+a^220*X^346+a^114*X^345+a^99*X^344+a^217*X^343
+a^196*X^342+a^27*X^341+a^201*X^340+a^173*X^339+a^156*X^338+a^79*X^337+a^33*X^336+a^160*X^334+a^23*X^333+2*X^332
+a^27*X^331+a^63*X^330+a^238*X^329+a^137*X^328+a^122*X^327+a^118*X^326+a^43*X^325+a^90*X^324+a^75*X^323+a^149*X^322
+a^76*X^321+a^138*X^320+a^179*X^319+a^126*X^318+a^33*X^317+a*X^316+a^81*X^315+a^189*X^314+a^163*X^313+a^99*X^312
+a^202*X^311+a^219*X^310+a^65*X^309+a^235*X^308+a^86*X^307+a^109*X^306+a^66*X^305+a^114*X^304+a^221*X^303+a^107*X^302
+a^122*X^301+a^179*X^300+a^55*X^299+a^4*X^298+a^25*X^297+a^159*X^296+a^219*X^295+a^60*X^294+a^199*X^293+a^208*X^292
+a^101*X^291+a^17*X^290+a^92*X^289+a^163*X^288+a^201*X^287+a^5*X^286+a^203*X^285+a^52*X^284+a^135*X^283+a^172*X^282
+a^20*X^281+a^110*X^280+a^90*X^279+a^38*X^278+a^13*X^277+a^167*X^276+a^101*X^275+a^69*X^274+a^34*X^273+a^53*X^272
+a^14*X^271+a^190*X^270+a^156*X^269+a^123*X^268+a^185*X^267+a^206*X^266+a^6*X^265+a^58*X^264+a^218*X^263+a^109*X^262
+a^241*X^261+a^8*X^260+a^163*X^259+a^90*X^258+a^218*X^257+a^132*X^256+a^189*X^255+a^171*X^254+a^159*X^253+a^228*X^252
+a^211*X^251+a^131*X^250+a^122*X^249+a^163*X^248+a^223*X^247+a^114*X^246+a^147*X^245+a^58*X^244+a^98*X^243+a^154*X^242
+a^205*X^241+a^217*X^239+a^80*X^238+a^103*X^237+a^96*X^236+a^152*X^235+a^22*X^234+a^58*X^233+a^127*X^232+a^73*X^231
+a^142*X^230+a^234*X^229+a^18*X^228+a^164*X^227+a^160*X^226+a^95*X^225+a^99*X^224+a^172*X^223+a^95*X^222+a^148*X^221
+a^180*X^220+a^71*X^219+a^207*X^218+a^64*X^217+a^136*X^216+a^141*X^215+a^127*X^214+a^22*X^213+a^15*X^212+a^131*X^211
+a^108*X^210+a^93*X^209+a^177*X^208+a^225*X^207+a^241*X^206+a^34*X^205+a^63*X^204+a^119*X^203+a^221*X^202+a^213*X^201
+a^136*X^200+a^184*X^199+a^170*X^198+a^193*X^197+a^228*X^196+a^133*X^195+a^166*X^194+a^35*X^193+a^139*X^192+a^212*X^191
+a^225*X^190+a^105*X^189+a^130*X^188+a^31*X^187+a^194*X^186+a^92*X^185+a^38*X^184+a^198*X^183+a^117*X^182+a^239*X^181
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+a^149*X^180+a^225*X^179+a^170*X^178+a^225*X^177+a^231*X^176+a^195*X^175+a^160*X^174+a^35*X^173+a^15*X^172+a^108*X^171
+a^71*X^170+a^201*X^169+a^27*X^168+a^153*X^167+a^120*X^166+a^55*X^165+a^108*X^164+a^203*X^163+a^177*X^162+a^239*X^161
+a^66*X^160+a^50*X^159+a^63*X^158+a^225*X^157+a^225*X^156+a^108*X^155+a^112*X^154+a^142*X^153+a^227*X^152+a^52*X^151
+a^18*X^150+a^6*X^149+a^202*X^148+a^161*X^147+a^197*X^146+a^104*X^145+a^155*X^144+a^166*X^143+a^219*X^142+a^223*X^141
+a^52*X^140+a^36*X^139+a^171*X^138+a^84*X^137+a^20*X^136+a^68*X^135+a^170*X^134+a^12*X^133+a^181*X^132+a^212*X^131
+a^45*X^130+a^39*X^129+a^63*X^128+a^65*X^127+a^163*X^126+a^131*X^125+a^148*X^124+a^134*X^123+a^202*X^122+a^122*X^121
+a^29*X^120+a^196*X^119+a^236*X^118+a^155*X^117+a^6*X^116+a^124*X^115+a^228*X^114+a^205*X^113+a^194*X^112+a^78*X^111
+a^36*X^110+a^159*X^109+a^91*X^108+a^143*X^107+a^233*X^106+a^232*X^105+a^87*X^104+a^66*X^103+a^207*X^102+a^26*X^101
+a^129*X^100+a^136*X^99+a^177*X^98+a^162*X^97+a^206*X^96+a^17*X^95+a^222*X^94+a^90*X^93+a^108*X^92+a^151*X^91+a^162*X^90
+a^223*X^89+a^123*X^88+a^100*X^87+a^209*X^86+a^25*X^85+a^191*X^84+a^125*X^83+a^91*X^82+a^235*X^81+a^92*X^80+a^127*X^79
+a^201*X^78+a^122*X^77+a^69*X^76+a^234*X^75+a*X^74+a^137*X^73+a^235*X^72+a^42*X^71+a^222*X^70+a^230*X^69+a^30*X^68
+a^203*X^67+a^118*X^66+a^12*X^65+a^123*X^64+a^213*X^63+a^241*X^62+a^15*X^61+a^6*X^60+a^55*X^59+a^217*X^58+a^162*X^57
+a^152*X^56+a^222*X^55+a^144*X^54+a*X^53+a^145*X^52+a^88*X^51+a^176*X^50+a^238*X^49+a^112*X^48+a^208*X^47+a^78*X^46
+a^117*X^45+a^57*X^44+a^168*X^43+a^48*X^42+a^38*X^41+a^210*X^40+a^79*X^39+a^78*X^38+a^155*X^37+a^170*X^36+a^3*X^35
+a^104*X^34+a^198*X^33+a^42*X^32+a^99*X^31+a^16*X^30+a^232*X^29+a^218*X^28+a^231*X^27+a^100*X^26+a^139*X^25+a^17*X^24
+a^212*X^23+a^234*X^22+a^72*X^21+a^37*X^20+a^158*X^19+a^116*X^18+a^186*X^17+a^182*X^16+a^215*X^15+a^148*X^14+a^4*X^13
+a^175*X^12+a^14*X^11+a^158*X^10+a^181*X^9+a^63*X^8+a^58*X^7+a^77*X^6+a^128*X^5+a^176*X^4+a^144*X^3+a^64*X^2+a^204*X+a^78;
factors := [
<X, 94>,
<X^2+a^40*X+a^9, 1>,
<X^2+a^67*X+a^192, 1>,
<X^11+a^93*X^10+a^17*X^9+a^73*X^8+a^66*X^7+a^152*X^6+a^153*X^5+a^143*X^4+a*X^3+a^229*X^2+a^212*X+a^87, 1>,
<X^16+a^100*X^15+a^136*X^14+a^174*X^13+a^222*X^12+a^172*X^11+a^72*X^10+a^39*X^9+a^84*X^8+a^85*X^7+a^126*X^6+a^181*X^5
+a^235*X^4+a^54*X^3+a^3*X^2+a^66*X+a^158, 1>,

<X^17+a^193*X^16+a^163*X^15+a^32*X^14+a^89*X^13+a^41*X^12+a^66*X^11+a^112*X^10+a^127*X^9+a^184*X^8+a^231*X^7+a^95*X^6
+a^43*X^5+a^100*X^4+a^224*X^3+a^213*X^2+a^110*X+a^241, 1>,

<X^18+a^13*X^17+a^87*X^16+a^105*X^15+a^219*X^14+a^65*X^13+a^120*X^12+a^233*X^11+a^107*X^10+a^74*X^9+a^123*X^8+a^63*X^7
+a^85*X^6+a^162*X^5+a^17*X^4+a^117*X^3+a^138*X^2+a^138*X+a^96,
1>,

<X^18+a^153*X^17+a^63*X^16+a^151*X^15+a^62*X^14+a^238*X^13+a^237*X^12+a^189*X^11+a^220*X^10+a^55*X^9+a^92*X^8+a^95*X^7
+a^95*X^6+a^72*X^5+a^151*X^4+a^93*X^3+a^130*X^2+a^203*X+a^118,
1>,

<X^20+a^8*X^19+a^164*X^18+a^43*X^17+a^67*X^16+a^198*X^15+a^3*X^14+a^28*X^13+a^153*X^12+a^145*X^11+a^76*X^10+a^128*X^9
+a^75*X^8+a^16*X^7+a^210*X^6+a^222*X^5+a^182*X^4+a^117*X^3+a^5*X^2+a^238*X+a^26, 1>,

<X^26+a^236*X^25+a^20*X^24+a^66*X^23+a^226*X^22+a^56*X^21+a^69*X^20+a^222*X^19+a^105*X^18+a^84*X^17+a^109*X^16+a^147*X^15
+a^199*X^14+a^40*X^13+a^75*X^12+a^37*X^11+a^227*X^10+a^171*X^9+a^130*X^8+a^172*X^7+a^160*X^6+a^90*X^5+a^41*X^4+a^145*X^3
+a^207*X^2+a^74*X+a^93, 1>,

<X^32+a^125*X^31+a^230*X^30+a^187*X^29+a^231*X^28+a^107*X^27+a^115*X^26+a^43*X^25+a^9*X^24+a^141*X^23+a^210*X^22+a^17*X^21
+a^8*X^20+a^139*X^19+a^63*X^18+a^190*X^17+a^199*X^16+a^180*X^15+a^58*X^14+a^125*X^13+a^196*X^12+a^209*X^11+a^48*X^10
+a^241*X^9+a^43*X^8+a^94*X^7+a^24*X^6+a^35*X^5+a^208*X^4+a^120*X^3+a^35*X^2+a^67*X+a^158, 1>,

<X^36+a^80*X^35+a^104*X^34+a^14*X^33+a^114*X^32+a^174*X^31+a^174*X^30+a^230*X^29+a^49*X^28+a^15*X^27+a^101*X^26+a^95*X^25
+a^53*X^24+a^53*X^23+a^187*X^22+a^139*X^21+a^169*X^20+a^146*X^19+a^186*X^18+a^36*X^17+a^100*X^16+a^123*X^15+a^173*X^14
+a^86*X^13+a^120*X^12+a^95*X^11+a^235*X^10+a^195*X^9+a^224*X^8+a^232*X^7+a^167*X^6+a^12*X^5+a^2*X^4+a^37*X^3+a^115*X^2
+a^136*X+a^175, 1>,

<X^36+a^119*X^35+a^119*X^34+a^15*X^33+a^11*X^32+a^166*X^31+a^161*X^30+a^26*X^29+a^217*X^28+a^63*X^27+a^79*X^26+a^207*X^25
+a^141*X^24+a^54*X^23+a^238*X^22+a^158*X^21+a^174*X^20+a^204*X^19+a^229*X^18+a^181*X^17+a^181*X^16+a^197*X^15+a^58*X^14
+a^187*X^13+a^9*X^12+a^68*X^11+a^81*X^10+a^202*X^9+a^182*X^8+a^164*X^7+a^35*X^6+a^21*X^5+a^10*X^4+a^12*X^3+a^92*X^2
+a^58*X+a^96, 1>,

<X^49+a^175*X^48+a^109*X^47+a^162*X^46+a^175*X^45+a^144*X^44+a^166*X^43+a^20*X^42+a^234*X^41+a^238*X^40+a^31*X^39
+a^153*X^38+a^130*X^37+a^91*X^36+a^90*X^35+a^24*X^34+a^107*X^33+a^92*X^32+a^73*X^31+a^210*X^30+a^86*X^29+a^232*X^27
+a^219*X^26+a^154*X^25+a^123*X^24+a^160*X^23+a^201*X^22+a^225*X^21+a^53*X^20+a^199*X^19+a^132*X^18+a^187*X^17+a^202*X^16
+a^237*X^15+a^217*X^14+a^105*X^13+a^198*X^12+a^74*X^11+a^221*X^10+a^233*X^9+a^64*X^8+a^166*X^7+a^5*X^6+a^138*X^5+a^98*X^4
+a^114*X^3+a^190*X^2+a^166*X+a^149, 1>,

<X^50+a^78*X^48+a^70*X^47+a^201*X^46+a^87*X^45+a^26*X^44+a^133*X^43+a^229*X^42+a^116*X^41+a^189*X^40+a^8*X^39+a^135*X^38
+a^90*X^37+a^98*X^36+a^222*X^35+a^42*X^34+a^186*X^33+a^203*X^32+a^19*X^31+a^25*X^30+a^89*X^29+a^238*X^28+a^181*X^27
+a^197*X^26+a^8*X^25+a^168*X^24+a^27*X^23+a^94*X^22+a^209*X^21+a^159*X^20+a^197*X^19+a^47*X^18+a^143*X^17+a^115*X^16
+a^101*X^15+a^113*X^14+a^30*X^13+a^185*X^12+a^142*X^11+a^108*X^10+a^129*X^9+a^198*X^8+a^96*X^7+a^184*X^6+a^223*X^5
+a^24*X^4+a^81*X^3+a^115*X^2+a^59*X+a^52, 1>,

<X^50+a^31*X^49+a^65*X^48+a^90*X^47+a^47*X^46+a^128*X^45+a^184*X^44+a^21*X^43+a^90*X^42+a^160*X^41+a^55*X^40+a^37*X^39
+a^131*X^38+a^175*X^37+2*X^36+a^75*X^35+a^46*X^34+a^22*X^33+a^215*X^32+a^139*X^31+a^68*X^30+a^141*X^29+a^190*X^28
+a^80*X^27+a^161*X^26+a^215*X^25+a^77*X^24+a^169*X^23+a^106*X^22+a^49*X^21+a^215*X^20+a^182*X^19+a^132*X^18+a^61*X^17
+a^45*X^16+a^38*X^15+a^87*X^14+a^53*X^13+a^165*X^12+a^19*X^11+a^170*X^10+a^235*X^9+a^205*X^8+a^61*X^7+a^210*X^6+a^163*X^5
+a^31*X^4+a^224*X^3+a^217*X^2+a^65*X+a^122, 1>];

D Polynomial selection algorithms

For completeness, we recall here the main polynomial selection methods available in the literature: the
JLSV1 method from [31, §2.3], the JLSV2 method from [31, §3.2], the generalized Joux–Lercier method
from [9, §3.2] and [43, §2] the Conjugation method from [9, §3.3], and the Joux–Pierrot method [34]
dedicated to finite fields whose characteristic p is of special form, given by a polynomial of degree at least
2.
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Algorithm 6: Polynomial selection with the JLSV1 method

Input: p prime and n integer
Output: f, g, ϕ with f, g ∈ Z[x] irreducible and ϕ = gcd(f mod p, g mod p) in Fp[x] irreducible of degree n

1 Select f1(x), f0(x), two polynomials with small integer coefficients, deg f1 < deg f0 = n
2 repeat
3 choose y ≤ d√pe
4 until f = f0 + yf1 is irreducible in Fp[x]
5 (u, v)← a rational reconstruction of y modulo p
6 g ← vf0 + uf1
7 return (f, g, ϕ = f mod p)

Algorithm 7: Polynomial selection with the generalized Joux–Lercier method (gJL)

Input: p prime, n integer and d ≥ n integer
Output: f, g, ϕ with f, g ∈ Z[x] irreducible and ϕ = gcd(f mod p, g mod p) in Fp[x] irreducible of degree n

1 Choose a polynomial f(x) of degree D + 1 with small integer coefficients which has a monic irreducible
factor ϕ(x) = ϕ0 + ϕ1x+ · · ·+ xn of degree n modulo p

2 Reduce the following matrix using LLL

M =



p

. . .

p
ϕ0 ϕ1 · · · 1

. . .
. . .

. . .

ϕ0 ϕ1 · · · 1



degϕ = nD + 1− n

to get LLL(M) =


g0 g1 · · · gD

∗

 .

return (f, g = g0 + g1x+ · · ·+ gDx
D, ϕ)

Algorithm 8: Polynomial selection with the Conjugation method

Input: p prime and n integer
Output: f, g, ϕ with f, g ∈ Z[x] irreducible and ϕ = gcd(f mod p, g mod p) in Fp[x] irreducible of degree n

1 repeat
2 Select g1(x), g0(x), two polynomials with small integer coefficients, deg g1 < deg g0 = n
3 Select Py(Y ) a quadratic, monic, irreducible polynomial over Z with small coefficients

4 until Py(Y ) has a root y in Fp and ϕ(x) = g0(x) + yg1(x) is irreducible in Fp[x]
5 f ← ResY (Py(Y ), g0(x) + Y g1(x))
6 (u, v)← a rational reconstruction of y
7 g ← vg0 + ug1
8 return (f, g, ϕ)

Algorithm 9: Polynomial selection with the JLSV2 method

Input: p prime, n integer and D ≥ n integer
Output: f, g, ϕ with f, g ∈ Z[x] irreducible and ϕ = gcd(f mod p, g mod p) in Fp[x] irreducible of degree n

1 Choose a monic polynomial g0(x) of degree n with small integer coefficients ;

2 Choose an integer W ≈ p1/(D+1), but slightly larger, and set g(x) = g0(x+W ) = c0 + c1x+ · · ·+ xn ;
3 Reduce the rows of the following matrix using LLL

M =



p

. . .

p
c0 c1 · · · 1

. . .
. . .

. . .

c0 c1 · · · 1



degϕ = nD + 1− n

, to get LLL(M) =


f0 f1 · · · fD

∗

 .

4 return (f = fDx
D + · · ·+ f0, g, ϕ = g mod p)
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Algorithm 10: Polynomial selection with the Joux–Pierrot method

Input: p prime, p = P (x0) where P is a polynomial of degree ≥ 2, and n integer
Output: f, g, ϕ with f, g ∈ Z[x] irreducible and ϕ = gcd(f mod p, g mod p) in Fp[x] irreducible of degree n

1 repeat
2 Choose g(x) = xn +R(x)− x0 with R of small degree and tiny coefficients
3 f(x)← P (xn +R(x)) // where P is the polynomial s.t. p = P (x0)

4 until f and g are irreducible
5 return (f, g, ϕ = g)

E Pomerance’s Early Abort Strategy

We write in this section a proof for Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 that state the complexity of Algorithms 2 and
3. The proofs are taken from Pomerance [46] and Barbulescu [5, Chapter 4] and adapted to the notations
of Algorithms 2 and 3.

Assuming that B1 = Lq[α, γ], the first Bθ1 -smoothness test costs Lq[
α
2 ,
√

2αγθ + o(1)], where Bθ1 =
Lq[α, γθ]. The second B1-smoothness test costs Lq[

α
2 ,
√

2αγ]. The very subtle point is how to set the
exponent b that will rule the early abort test, so that the actual B1-smooth elements pass the test,
while most of the other numbers are discarded at this point. The first step is to estimate the number of
integers m that can be written m = m0m1, where m0 is Bθ1 -smooth, and m1 is smaller than qe(1−b). Let
0 < θ, b < 1 given and let

M1 =


m = m0m1 ≤ qe s.t. m0 is the Bθ1 -smooth part of m,
all the prime factors of m1 are greater than Bθ1 ,
and m1 ≤ qe(1−b)

 (7)

and

M2 =


m = m0m1 ≤ qe s.t. m0 is the Bθ1 -smooth part of m,
all the prime factors of m1 are greater than Bθ1 ,
m1 ≤ qe(1−b) and m1 is B1-smooth

 (8)

In order to count the number of integers in these two sets, Pomerance denotes by ψ(x, y, z) the number
of positive integers less than x whose prime factors are in the interval [z, y] (we have x > y > z), and
Barbulescu denotes by Ψ(x, y, z) the set of such integers, that is ψ(x, y, z) = #Ψ(x, y, z).

We will need to estimate the probability of an integer m ≤ qe to fall in M1, then the probability of an
integer in M1 to fall in M2, i.e. to be B1-smooth. Theorem 3 will be needed.

Theorem 3. [46, Theorem 2.2 p. 95] Let ε > 0 be arbitrary. If u = log x
log y and if z < y1−

1
log u , then

ψ(x, y, z) = x · u−u+o(u)

uniformly for (log x)1+ε < y < exp
(
(log x)1−ε

)
, x ≥ 10 .

Lemma 5. Let 0 < γ, b, θ < 1. Let M1 denote the set of m ∈ [1, qe] s.t. m has a divisor m0 which is
Bθ1-smooth, and m/m0 ≤ qe(1−b). Let M2 denote the set of m with the same properties and also m is
B1-smooth. Then

#M1 = qeLq

[
1− α,−(1− α)

eb

γθ

]1+o(1)
#M2 = qeLq

[
1− α,−(1− α)

(
eb

γθ
+
e(1− b)

γ

)]1+o(1)
Proof. This is quite straightforward to see that

M1 = {m = m0m1, m ≤ qe, m1 ≤ qe(1−b), m0 is Bθ1 -smooth, p | m1 ⇒ Bθ1 < p ≤ qe(1−b)}

and the set of such m0 is larger than Ψ(qeb, Bθ1 , 1) (since we do not strictly have m0 ≤ qeb), and the set
of such m1 is Ψ(qe(1−b), qe(1−b), Bθ1), so that

#M1 ≥ ψ(qeb, Bθ1 , 1)ψ(qe(1−b), qe(1−b), Bθ1) .
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In the same way, for M2 the set of m0 is the same and the set of m1 is Ψ(qe(1−b), B1, B
θ
1) so that

#M2 ≥ ψ(qeb, Bθ1 , 1)ψ(qe(1−b), B1, B
θ
1) .

Then we need to compute

1. ψ(qeb, Bθ1 , 1)
2. ψ(qe(1−b), B1, B

θ
1)

3. ψ(qe(1−b), qe(1−b), Bθ1)

This is done with Theorem 3 [46, Theorem 2.2 and 3.3], and we obtain, where again B1 = Lq[α, γ]:

1. ψ(qeb, Bθ1 , 1) = qebLq

[
(1− α),−(1− α) ebγθ

]
2. ψ(qe(1−b), B1, B

θ
1) = ψ(qe(1−b), B1, 1) = qe(1−b)Lq

[
(1− α),−(1− α) e(1−b)γ

]
3. ψ(qe(1−b), qe(1−b), Bθ1) = qe(1−b)L

o(1)
q

We obtain the lower bounds for #M1 and #M2:

#M1 ≥ qebqe(1−b)Lq
[
(1− α),−(1− α)

eb

γθ

]1+o(1)
and

#M2 ≥ qeLq
[
1− α,−(1− α)

(
eb

γθ
+
e(1− b)

γ

)]1+o(1)
The proof of the upper bound is much more tedious.

E.1 Optimal parameters with one early abort test

The cost of the Bθ1 -smoothness test is Lq[
α
2 ,
√

2αγθ + o(1)]. The probability that an integer ≤ qe passes
the test is #M1/q

e, thus we need to perform this test qe/#M1 times before getting an integer m that
will pass the test. So in the inner loop of Algorithm 2, the Bθ1 -smoothness test is done qe/#M1 =

Lq

[
(1− α), (1− α) ebγθ

]1+o(1)
times.

The second test, of B1-smoothness, is done for each integer that passed the first test, i.e. for each
integer in M1, until a B1-smooth integer is found. The probability of success is #M2/#M1. This test is

performed #M1/#M2 times, i.e. Lq

[
1− α, (1− α) e(1−b)γ

]1+o(1)
.

The overall cost of Algorithm 2 is(
qe

#M1
ECM(Bθ1) + ECM(B1)

)
#M1

#M2
(9)

which is equal to(
Lq

[
1− α, (1− α)

eb

γθ

]
Lq

[α
2
,
√

2αγθ
]

+ Lq

[α
2
,
√

2αγ
])

Lq

[
1− α, (1− α)

e(1− b)
γ

]
(10)

First we minimize the dominating parameter. The asymptotic complexity will be dominated by a
term in Lq[max(1−α, α/2), ·] and this value is minimized for 1−α = α/2, which gives the usual α = 2/3
and B1 = Lq[2/3, γ]. We obtain a complexity of(

Lq

[
1

3
,
eb

3γθ
+
√

4γθ/3

]
+ Lq

[
1

3
,
√

4γ/3

])
Lq

[
1

3
,
e(1− b)

3γ

]
(11)

At this point we can minimize θ in the first Lq[
1
3 , ·] on the left in (11). We obtain6 θ = ((eb)2/3)1/3/γ,

and the minimal value of eb
3γθ +

√
4γθ
3 is (3eb)1/3. We obtain(

Lq

[
1

3
, (3eb)1/3

]
+ Lq

[
1

3
,

√
4γ

3

])
Lq

[
1

3
,
e(1− b)

3γ

]
(12)

6 One computes the derivative of the function hu,v(x) = u
√
x+ v

x
: this is h

′
u,v(x) = u

2
√
x
− v

x2
and find that the

minimum of h for x > 0 is hu,v((
2v
u

)2/3) = 3(u
2v
4

)1/3. With u = (4γ/3)1/2 and v = (eb)/(3γ), we obtain the

minimum: h(( (eb)2

3
)1/3/γ) = (3eb)1/3.
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Then we set (3eb)1/3 =
√

4γ
3 to minimize the left part of (12). We obtain b = 1

3e

(
4
3γ
)3/2

and

Lq

[
1

3
,

√
4γ

3
+
e(1− b)

3γ

]
= Lq

[
1

3
,

(
4

3

)1/2
23

27

√
γ +

e

3γ

]
(13)

Finally we minimize γ and obtain γ = (e2/3)1/3(27/23)2/3, and the complexity is

Lq

[
1

3
, (3e)1/3

(
23

27

)2/3
]
. (14)

We can check that γ|e=1 = 0.7715845696 and the corresponding value in the complexity is 1.296034212,
as in [5, p. 49].

γ = (e2/3)1/3(27/23)2/3 ≈|e=1 0.7715845696

b = 1
3e

(
4
3γ
)3/2

= 8/23 ≈ 0.3478260870
θ = ((eb)2/3)1/3/γ = 4/9 ≈ 0.4444444444

We remark that b and θ do not depend on e.

e 1/2 2/3 1 3/2 2

special-q bound Lq[
2
3
, γ]

γ = (e2/3)1/3 without early abort 0.4367 0.5291 0.6933 0.9085 1.1006

γ = (e2/3)1/3(27/23)2/3 with early abort 0.4860 0.58883 0.7715 1.0110 1.2248

Expected running time Lq[
1
3
, c]

c = (3e)1/3 without early abort 1.1447 1.2599 1.4422 1.6510 1.8171

c = (3e)1/3(23/27)2/3 with early abort 1.0287 1.1322 1.2960 1.4836 1.6329

Table 7: New complexities of the boot step with the early abort strategy with one test, and θ = 4/9,
b = 8/23. The new complexity is Lq[1/3, c] where c = (3e)1/3(23/27)2/3 in the last row of the table.

E.2 Optimal parameters with several early abort tests

It can be seen somehow as a strategy analog to the factorization of polynomials over finite fields, where
after the square-free factorization, the sequence of factors of degree i are computed, for all i = 1, 2, . . ..
Here we compute the sequence of factors of increasing size, from Bθ01 to Bθk1 = B1 (there will be at most
k + 1 ECM tests per candidate). If at some point the remaining part is too large, then the smoothness
test is aborted. The major difference for integers is their sub-exponential factorization cost, whereas the
complete factorization of a polynomial over a finite field can be done in polynomial time (see [22]).

Cost: asymptotic running-time. In order to have coherent notations and indices with the (k = 0)-test
(no early-abort, Algorithm 1) and the (k = 1)-test strategy (Algorithm 2), we assume that

1. if there is no early abort strategy, then b = [1] and θ = [1], and one ECM test is performed;
2. if there is one early abort test, then b = [b, 1− b] and θ = [θ, 1];
3. if there are k tests, then θ = [θ0, . . . , θk−1, θk = 1] b = [b0, . . . , bk−1] and by convention, we take

bk = 1−
∑k−1
i=0 bi.

In the algorithm, the size of mi is decreasing, and we have

mi ≤ qe(1−Σb) = qe(1−b0−...−bi−1) .

We also have
m0 ≤ qe and mk+1 = 1 .
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At each step, the factors of size between B
θi−1

1 and Bθi1 are computed with ECM (where B
θ−1

1 = 1), and
removed from mi. These factors are noted si in the algorithm. For the running-time analysis, we will
need to consider m as the product of all its prime factors smaller than Bθi1 : this is si =

∏i
j=0 sj and the

remaining part mi ≤ qe(1−
∑i−1
j=0 bi) such that all its prime factors are greater than Bθi1 . We can now define

properly the sets Mi.

M1 = {m ≤ qe, m = s0m1, s0 is Bθ01 -smooth, m1 = m/s0 ≤ qe(1−b0)}

Mi =

{
m ≤ qe s.t. m ∈Mi−1, m = si−1mi where si−1 =

∏i−1
j=0 sj ,

si−1 is B
θi−1

1 -smooth, and mi = m/si−1 ≤ qe(1−b0−...−bi−1)

}

Mk+1 = {m ≤ qe s.t. m ∈Mk, m is B1-smooth, where B1 = Bθk1 since θk = 1}

The cost of the algorithm will be

(
· · ·
((

ECM(Bθ01 )
qe

#M1
+ ECM(Bθ11 )

)
#M1

#M2
+ ECM(Bθ21 )

)
. . .

)
#Mk−1

#Mk
+ ECM(Bθk1 )

#Mk

#Mk+1

When expending the parentheses and multiplying by #Mi

#Mi+1
one obtains

qe

#Mk+1
ECM(Bθ01 ) +

#M1

#Mk+1
ECM(Bθ11 ) + . . .

#Mk

#Mk+1
ECM(Bθk1 ) =

1

#Mk+1

k∑
i=0

#MiECM(Bθi1 )

where M0 = {0 < m ≤ qe} so that #M0 = qe by convention.
Then Barbulescu obtains [5, §4.4] the following theorem, that we rewrites with the notations used in

this paper.

Theorem 4. [5, Theorem 4.4.1] Let 0 < α < 1 and γ > 0 be two real numbers and let B1 = Lq[α, γ].
Let Mi be the set of integers m ≤ qe that succeed the (i− 1)-th test, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and let Mk+1 be the set
of integers ≤ qe that pass all the tests. Then we have:

1. #Mk+1 ≥ qeLq
[
1− α,−(1− α)

(
eb0
θ0γ

+ . . .+ ebk−1

θk−1γ
+ e(1−(b0+...+bk−1))

γ

)]1+o(1)
;

2. ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k, #Mi ≤ qeLq
[
1− α,−(1− α)

(
eb0
θ0γ

+ . . .+ ebi−1

θi−1γ

)]1+o(1)
.

We can now compute the expected running time of Algorithm 3. This computation was already done
in [5, Ch 4], we only adapt it here to the notations of our Algorithm 3. We have

#Mi

#Mk+1
= Lq

[
1− α, (1− α)

(
ebi
θiγ

+ . . .+
ebk−1
θk−1γ

+
e(1− (b0 + . . .+ bk−1))

γ

)]1+o(1)
We also have

ECM(Bθi1 ) = Lq

[α
2
,
√

2αγθi + o(1)
]

and ECM(B1) = Lq

[α
2
,
√

2αγ + o(1)
]

so that

#Mi

#Mk+1
ECM(Bθi1 ) = Lq

[
1− α, (1− α)

(
ebi
θiγ

+ . . .+
ebk−1
θk−1γ

+
e(1− (b0 + . . .+ bk−1))

γ

)]
Lq

[α
2
,
√

2αγθi

]
Again we optimize α by setting α = 2

3 , so that B1 = Lq
[
2
3 , γ
]

and

#Mi

#Mk+1
ECM(Bθi1 ) = Lq

[
1

3
,
ebi

3θiγ
+ . . .+

ebk−1
3θk−1γ

+
e(1− (b0 + . . .+ bk−1))

3γ
+

√
4γθi

3

]1+o(1)
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Hence we have

Total time =

k∑
i=0

#Mi

#Mk+1
ECM(Bθi1 ) = Lq

[
1

3
,max(f0, . . . , fk−1, fk)

]
where

fi =
ebi

3θiγ
+ . . .+

ebk−1
3θk−1γ

+
e(1− (b0 + . . .+ bk−1))

3γ
+

√
4γθi

3

and

fk =
e(1− (b0 + . . .+ bk−1))

3γ
+

√
4γ

3

(where θk = 1). For each fi where the θi+1, . . . , θk and b1, . . . , bk−1 take fixed values, Barbulescu minimizes

fi by minimizing 7 θi in ebi
3θiγ

+
√

4
3θiγ:

θi =

(
(ebi)

2

3γ3

)1/3

and the minimum is
ebi

3θiγ
+

√
4

3
θiγ

∣∣∣∣∣
θimin

= (3ebi)
1/3 , (15)

so that

fi =
ebi+1

3θi+1γ
+ . . .+

ebk−1
3θk−1γ

+
e(1− (b0 + . . .+ bk−1))

3γ
+ (3ebi)

1/3 (16)

Then to optimize the total time, Barbulescu solves recursively fi = fi+1, starting at i+ 1 = k and
decreasing i.

fi = fi+1 ⇔ ebi
3θiγ

+
√

4
3θiγ =

√
4
3θi+1γ ⇔ (3ebi)

1/3 =
√

4
3θi+1γ

⇔ bi = 1
3e

(
4
3θi+1γ

)3/2
So we can compute the numerical sequence of {θi, bi}0≤i≤k defined by

θk = 1

bi = 1
3e

(
4
3θi+1γ

)3/2
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1

θi =
(

(ebi)
2

3γ3

)1/3
cf (15)

and we can show by simple induction that for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1,{
θi =

(
4
9

)k−i
bi = 1

3e

(
4
3γ
)3/2 ( 2

3

)3(k−(i+1))

We check that we have θk = 1 which is coherent with our convention.
At this point, we have fi = fj for all 0 ≤ i, j ≤ k then we only need to compute the value of fk which

is simpler. We need to compute the sum e
3γ

∑k−1
i=0 bi:

e

3γ

k−1∑
i=0

bi =

√
γ

9

(
4

3

)3/2
1

1− (2/3)3

(
1−

(
2

3

)3k
)

so that

fk =
e

3γ
−
√
γ

9

(
4

3

)3/2
1

1− (2/3)3

(
1−

(
2

3

)3k
)

+

√
4

3
γ = A

√
γ +

B

γ

and we minimize γ in fk for a fixed k.
If k = 1 we get, as expected according to (13)

fk =
e

3γ
−
√
γ

9

(
4

3

)3/2

+

√
4

3

√
γ =

e

3γ
+

23

27

(
4

3

)1/2√
γ

7 one time more with the following formula: the minimum of the function ha,b(x) = a
√
x + b/x for x > 0 is

xmin =
(
2b
a

)2/3
and h(xmin) = 3

(
a2b
4

)1/3
.
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We finally obtain the formula

fk =
e

3γ
+
√
γ

2√
3

(
1− 4

19

(
1−

(
2

3

)3k
))

(17)

and the optimal value of γ which minimizes fk is

γmin = (e2/3)1/3

(
1− 4

19

(
1−

(
2

3

)3k
))−2/3

(18)

and fk takes the minimal value

fk|γ=γmin
= (3e)1/3

(
1− 4

19

(
1−

(
2

3

)3k
))2/3

(19)

We found the sames values as in [5, Table 4.1] for e = 1.
Finally, we replace γ by the above expression in bi and obtain that

bi =

(
2

3

)3(k−i)
(

1− 4

19

(
1−

(
2

3

)3k
))−1

.

i 1 2 3 4 5 6

k = 1, bi 0.348

k = 2, bi 0.109 0.367

k = 3, bi 0.033 0.110 0.373

k = 4, bi 0.010 0.033 0.111 0.375

k = 5, bi 0.003 0.010 0.033 0.111 0.375

k = 6, bi 0.0009 0.003 0.010 0.033 0.111 0.375

Table 8: Values of bi
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